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Abstract

This study examines the Butterfly Lovers Violin Concerto (1959) and the Yellow River Piano Concerto (1969)
in the context of musical culture and political ideologies in the early People’s Republic of China. Significant
differences in the musical content of these concerti correspond to the evolution of the mid-20th-century PRC
government’s ideal national image as defined in relation to both Western capitalism and the feudal China of
the past. These pieces reflect Maoist political stances contemporaneous to these compositions through their
handling of programmaticism, Western classical music idiom, and features common to traditional Chinese
music. Situating these concerti in relation to historical and political developments, this investigation
demonstrates that Butterfly Lovers and Yellow River occupy distinct positions in the realm of Chinese-composed
Western-style concert music, and encourages a culturally sensitive approach to how these works are
programmed, performed, and interpreted.
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Introduction

Composed in 1959 and 1969 respectively, the Yellow River Piano Concerto and the Butterfly Lovers Violin Concerto
remain among the most popular concert pieces by Chinese composers. Renowned performers like Li Yundi,
Lang Lang, Cho-Liang Lin, and Gil Shaham have played and recorded these concerti with leading orchestras,
and both pieces remain especially popular for occasions like Chinese New Year concerts, or other
celebrations closely affiliated with Chinese culture. A common description of both concerti’s appeal invokes
their combination of musical traditions from the East and West, indicating that they function as part of a
musical space in which these cultures can interact.
However, a closer examination of these pieces renders this dichotomy more of a catchall than an
accurate depiction of their aesthetic and symbolic values. The compositional processes of Yellow River and
Butterfly Lovers occurred during some of the most turbulent times in modern China; from the 1930s to the
1970s, the Chinese political and cultural environment underwent a series of surprising and drastic
developments. Chronologically separated by a decade, these pieces reflect accordingly different approaches to
nationalism, cultural identity, and the expression of Chinese tradition. Taking these contextual dissimilarities
into consideration obliges a re-evaluation of how these works’ musical features reflect cultural interactions
and national identity.

Negotiating politics, culture, and nationalism in music
Studies of historical events, political developments, and national culture frame the significance of
Yellow River and Butterfly Lovers in terms of history, musical aesthetics, and symbolism. In mid-twentiethcentury China, the boundaries between political and artistic discourse were often indistinct or simply nonexistent, and composers often occupied the intersections of politics and culture.
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Chinese cultural policies between 1949 and 1979 were often extensions and developments of stances
inherited from the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). Situating the politics of the People’s Republic of China
(PRC) in the context of historical events, international relations, and pre-1949 internal conflicts exposes the
complicated web of interests and ideologies that influenced the PRC’s formative years, as Jonathan D. Spence
describes.1 Along with economic and legislative policies that centered on the working-class proletariat, the
Chinese government of the 1950s also inherited a suspicion of Western influences (reinforced by the Korean
War), and a preference for maximum conformity.2 Among the most important historical events that impacted
cultural development along these lines – which would in turn affect the handling of classical music and the
conception of a new Chinese culture – were the formation of a Mao Zedong cult, the rift between China and
the Soviet Union, and the Cultural Revolution of 1966-1976. Scholars have connected these occurrences and
their effects to Chinese attitudes towards classical music in such articles as Hon-Lun Yang’s study of Russian
pedagogy in the Shanghai Conservatory, Mao Yu Run’s personal account of “Music Under Mao, Its
Background and Aftermath,” and Joys Cheung’s political reading of Communist frustrations in the opera
White-Haired Girl.3 Unsurprisingly, the Cultural Revolution in particular has received extensive attention, and
its effects on human resources, Chinese culture, and aesthetic values have been documented in books like
Paul Clark’s The Chinese Cultural Revolution: A History, whose commentary is constructed around a
chronological layout of the main Chinese works and compositions of 1966-76.4
Sheila Melvin and Jindong Cai confirm the collective (and interwoven) significance of the issues
mentioned above (and others) in their book Rhapsody in Red, using accounts from individual musicians as
supplements to documented history, and drawing lucid connections between the developments of classical
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Jonathan D. Spence, The Search for Modern China (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1999).
Ibid., 505 and 508-10.
3 Hon-Lun Yang, “The Shanghai Conservatory, Chinese Musical Life, and the Russian Diaspora, 1927-1949,”
Twentieth-Century China 37 no. 1 (2012): 73-95.
Yu Run Mao, “Music Under Mao, Its Background and Aftermath,” Asian Music 22, no. 2 (1991): 97-125.
Joys H. Y. Cheung, “’The North Wind Blows:’ Sounding Bitterness in The White-Haired Girl, a Communist
Political Ritual,” in Reading Chinese Music and Beyond, edited by Joys H. Y. Cheung and King Chung Wong (Kowloon:
University of Hong Kong, 2010), 87-120.
4 Paul Clark, The Chinese Cultural Revolution: A History (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2008).
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music in China and the wars, political campaigns, and policies of the CCP and early PRC.5 Similarly, Richard
C. Kraus follows the lives of several Chinese musicians in Pianos and Politics in China, presenting case studies of
these individuals’ decisions, social impact, and political influences in twentieth-century China.6 In both of
these writings, the authors concur on the overarching political and cultural movements (mentioned above)
that are relevant as a frame for the works of Chinese musicians active during the Mao era. Besides
contextualizing classical music within twentieth-century Chinese socio-political movements, Kraus, Melvin,
and Cai also comment on a selection of works by twentieth-century Chinese composers, providing an
overview of pieces that are representative of their contemporaneous musical culture.
However, as these writers are mostly invested in a historical, not analytical, perspective, Barbara
Mittler’s book, Dangerous Tunes, can be seen as a foil for their chronological narrative approach.7 Although she
does root her research in political events and attitudes, Mittler takes a more objective stance, primarily using
musical output to compare China’s musical culture to that of Hong Kong and Taiwan. In Dangerous Tunes, she
also presents an analytical method that recognizes individual elements of musical concept, syntax, and
function, as well as how these characteristics are used in different pieces to varying effect. By addressing a
variety of compositional approaches that combine Chinese and Western instrumentation, formal structure,
aesthetics, and tunings, Mittler connects the outcome of historical-musical studies to the manifestation of
actual musical sounds.
Similar connections have been drawn in other studies of classical music and its use as a form of
political or national expression; the theories and concepts put forward by scholars of European nationalist
music are also relevant to the work of Chinese composers. Using the writings and musical works of Grieg,
Smetana, and Wagner, Benjamin Curtis connects European Romanticism and folk music to the concept of
nationalism; according to him, music provided a means to “create,” and not just express, a unified national

5 Sheila Melvin and Jindong Cai, Rhapsody in Red: How Western Classical Music Became Chinese (New York: Algora
Publishing, 2004).
6 Richard C. Kraus, Pianos and Politics in China: Middle-Class Ambitions and the Struggle over Western Music (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1989).
7 Barbara Mittler, Dangerous Tunes: The Politics of Chinese Music in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and the People’s Republic of China
since 1949 (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1997).
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identity.8 In other words, musical composition was an area in which composers explored the meaning of
being Czech, or Germanic, or any other form of localized identity grouping, using folk elements and the
classical idiom in tandem to formulate an idealized national character. Curtis’s work is especially significant
when considering the use of traditional and classical elements in compositions that were intended to be
nationally symbolic in character. German Romantic ideals also set the stage for James Garratt, who delves
deeper into the Germanic ideals circulating during the time of Wagner and his contemporaries in Music,
Culture and Social Reform in the Age of Wagner. Garratt notes that a combination of philosophical theory and
aesthetic values influences the output of a musical culture, in particular, a culture framed by the question of
social function as well as the tension between socialism and individual autonomy.9 Tracing the philosophical
and political stances that Mendelssohn, Wagner, and Liszt were exposed to and familiar with, Garratt
demonstrates the centrality of socio-political and aesthetic overlap.
The approach implemented by Curtis and Garratt in the context of European music and nationalism
provides a generalized model for relating the PRC’s nationalistic policies and contemporaneous output in
Chinese music, and even accounts for some specific aspects of musical culture. For example, the synthesis of
musical works, social function, composer intent, and political agenda is evident in the mass song or anthem
genre, which Garratt mentions in conjunction with singing festivals and the 1830s popularity of male-voice
choirs.10 Similar choral activities were employed by CCP forces in Yan’an as part of what Arnold Perris labels
an effort “to show the people in the farms and villages that the Red Army men were not like the brutal,
pillaging troops of the past.”11 Perris’s identification and interpretation of music in the service of nationalistic
or political ideals draws other parallels between China under Mao, Lenin’s totalitarianism, and Wagner’s
music as an emblem of Germanic dictatorship under Hitler. To Perris, the main thread linking these

8 Benjamin Curtis, Music Makes the Nation: Nationalist Composers and Nation Building in Nineteenth-Century Europe
(Amherst, NY: Cambria Press, 2008), 107. Italics by Curtis.
9 James Garratt, Music, Culture and Social Reform in the Age of Wagner (Edinburgh: Cambridge University Press,
2010).
10 Ibid., 117-20.
11 Arnold Perris, Music as Propaganda: Art to Persuade, Art to Control (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1985), 99.
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geographically discrete nations is that the psychological subtext of music can be manipulated to achieve
propagandistic ends, sometimes to great effect.
Furthering Perris’s observations, scholars like Lei Bryant and Sue Tuohy have used musical
composition and activity as a way of focusing on Chinese nationalism. Sue Tuohy’s examination of modern
Chinese nationalism and its impact on Chinese musical culture presents music as a means to realize a concept
of national image.12 According to Tuohy, China’s musical identity was shaped by negotiating the relevance
and importance of ideology and its parallels in musical content; folk music, mass songs, and classical training
represented different facets of Chinese identity and came to be used in relation with each other as part of a
whole.13 She also reflects on the mutual impact of music and society, and how both the repertory and
audience have integral agency in determining the future shapes of Chinese music.14 This complements
Bryant’s studies of Cultural Revolution anthems, where she presents music as a way to observe Chinese
government policy and national ideology in direct interaction with Chinese society and its national image.
Bryant posits that this deliberately nationalistic use of music evolves towards increasing sophistication of
musical content, despite continuing the trend of didactic and patriotic subject material – a process that seems
to adhere to Mao’s exhortations to “raise standards.”15 Additionally, her work on how perceptions of these
songs differ between generations of Chinese citizens indicates the constant evolution of musical culture and
nationalism in tandem with each other.16
Despite the relevance of these historical, ideological, and musical interconnections to the
circumstances surrounding the compositional processes of the Butterfly Lovers and Yellow River concerti, extant
analyzes of these pieces do not draw extensively on such research. Rather, there is a tendency among analyzes
to focus on the technical and structural aspects of these pieces, with only a passing mention of the historical
background behind the compositional process. Xiaoming Lang, Yuli Jiang, Chengye Zhang, and Tyrone

12 Sue Tuohy, “The Sonic Dimensions of Nationalism in Modern China: Musical Representation and
Transformation,” Ethnomusicology 45, no. 1 (2001): 108-10.
13 Ibid., 112-18.
14 Ibid., 118-19.
15 Lei Ouyang Bryant, “Flowers on the Battlefield Are More Fragrant,” Asian Music 38, no. 1 (2007): 113-15.
16 Lei Ouyang Bryant, “Music, Memory, and Nostalgia: Collective Memories of Cultural Revolution Songs in
Contemporary China,” The China Review 5, no. 2 (2005): 151-75.
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Greive have all written about the Butterfly Lovers violin concerto, acknowledging the prominence of this piece
in the current repertoire of Chinese-composed works, but mainly concentrating on programmatic mapping,
performance details, and imitation of Chinese traditional instruments.17 Of the three documents, Jiang’s is the
most comprehensive, and even includes some direct quotations from He Zhanhao, as well as a brief reference
to political concerns as an introduction to the concerto’s composition.18 Although Jiang does not openly
return to political topics or Chinese nationalism, he does elaborate on the link between the violin concerto
and the yueju (Shanghai opera) production of the Butterfly Lovers legend, thus incorporating some
introductory traditional opera details into an otherwise classical-music-dominated analysis.19 This is perhaps
the most crucial contribution of Jiang’s research, as he provides a connection between (assimilated) classical
music and the (inherited) Chinese traditional opera. To further probe this relationship would likely mean
integrating the concerto with the yueju production as contextualized by Lanjun Xu, and interpreting the
classical music rendition of the Butterfly Lovers legend in the context of a deliberate political agenda and
other affiliations of national identity initially associated with the yueju genre in the 1950s.20
As a 1969 arrangement of Xian Xinghai’s 1949 Yellow River Cantata, the Yellow River concerto is
inevitably in dialogue with the politics and historical events of the early PRC. Shan Bai’s discussion of both
Xian Xinghai’s and Yin Chengzong’s works provides insight into how the musical material of the piano
concerto evolved from that of the cantata, but omits much of the political and philosophical background of
the composers, focusing primarily on the concrete musical content rather than the potential reasons for
adaptations, alterations, omissions, and additions.21 In this respect, Tai Yuan Zha presents a more compelling
case for the differences that exist between editions of the concerto (in particular, Shi Shucheng’s later

17

Xiaoming Lang, “He Zhanhao and Chen Gang: The Butterfly Lovers Violin Concerto” (DMA thesis, University
of Arizona, 1992). Yuli Jiang, “The Chinese Violin Concerto ‘The Butterfly Lovers’ by He Zhanhao (1933) and Chen
Gang (1935) for Violin and Orchestra” (DMA thesis, University of Texas at Austin, 2004). Chengye Zhang and Tyrone
Greive, “An Oriental Flower in the Garden of Violin Concertos: Introducing the ‘Butterfly Lovers’ Concerto,” American
String Teacher 51, no. 2 (2001): 62-67.
18 Jiang, “The Chinese Violin Concerto ‘The Butterfly Lovers’ by He Zhanhao (1933) and Chen Gang (1935)
for Violin and Orchestra,” 9-11 and 17-20.
19 Ibid., 82-83.
20 Lanjun Xu, “The Lure of Sadness: The Fever of Yueju and the Butterfly Lovers in the Early PRC,” Asian
Theatre Journal 33, no. 1 (2016): 104-129.
21 Shan Bai, “The Historical Development and a Structural Analysis of the Yellow River Piano Concerto”
(master’s thesis, University of Pretoria, 2006).
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exclusion of the East is Red theme from the finale), citing factors like Jiang Qing’s involvement in the editing
process and a change in national culture between the Cultural Revolution era and the years after.22 Gloria
Tham goes even further in connecting music and philosophy, tracing the expression of socialist realism in this
piano concerto, but because she does not examine the concerto’s inherited material and its accumulation of
significance, her study does not present the piano concerto as a development on national identity as expressed
by the cantata.23
The most cohesive analysis I have encountered is still that of Shing-Lih Chen, who describes the
political turmoil that occurred during the Cultural Revolution, its tumultuous effect on composers like Yin
Chengzong and his compositional committee colleagues, and the performance practices of pianists and
orchestras who played this concerto during the Cultural Revolution.24 Her work is not as entrenched in
nationalism and its manifestations as it is in history and the effects of dictatorship on the arts; nonetheless,
Chen explicitly connects Cultural Revolution politics to the compositional process and reception of this
concerto, and provides a description of historical events, cultural attitudes, and traditional musical practices
whose influences can be seen in the piano concerto.
Although Butterfly Lovers and Yellow River have been analyzed individually, these concerti have not
been subjected to any specific comparative study. Because of their chronological relationship, these pieces are
particularly apt for constructing an understanding of classical music’s potential for symbolization and
embodiment of politically-influenced cultural stances, from the 1950s into the Cultural Revolution. By
fashioning an analytical framework for these concerti that combines musical content with political and
ideological context, this study synthesizes the research that is currently available to generate an interpretation
of these concerti as desirable or sanctioned forms of Chinese national image.

22 Tai Yuan Zha, “Cultural Interpretations of the Evolving Editions of Yellow River Piano Concerto (Gangqin
xiezouqu Huanghe banben shanbian zhi wenhua jiedu),” Zha Taiyuan Wangzhi, September 2015, accessed July 2016,
http://blog.zty.cc/PDF/201509_shcm/yellow_river_concerto_TC.pdf.
23 Gloria Jung Eian Tham, “The Influence of Socialist Realism on the Yellow River Piano Concerto” (DMA,
University of Alabama, 2009).
24 Shing-Lih Chen, “The Yellow River Piano Concerto: Politics, Culture, and Style” (DMA thesis, University of
British Columbia, 1995).
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The first chapter covers the political and cultural background of the Butterfly Lovers and Yellow River
concerti in more detail, with specific focus on the main historical events that occurred during and between
the composition of these works. This survey of the ideological climate surrounding the conception and
production of both pieces brings to attention some of the central attitudes that are likely to have influenced
these pieces.
In the following two chapters respectively, I analyze first the Butterfly Lovers Violin Concerto, then the
Yellow River Piano Concerto, in terms of their musical content, source material and inspiration, and adaptation of
narrative or extra-musical features. Chapters Two and Three comprehensively explore and build familiarity
with the sound world and compositional techniques of these concerti, highlighting their important musical
events and programmatic connections.
Chapter Four presents the main body of evidence and argument for the relevance of political and
historical events in generating an interpretation of these works. Through the examination of specific examples
and practices found in either concerto, this chapter compares and contrasts these compositions in terms of
their cultural and political tendencies. Consequently, this investigation lays groundwork for further readings
of Chinese-composed musical content as a reflection of political ideology, and invites a more detailed
understanding of how music as an art form interacts with politics in the process of expressing cultural
identity.

9

Chapter 1: Classical Music and Cultural Policies in Modern China

As classical-genre works by Chinese composers, the Butterfly Lovers and Yellow River concerti occupy a
particularly sensitive place in Chinese cultural development. (From here, the phrase ‘classical music’ can be
primarily taken as equivalent to ‘Western classical/common-practice art music’. Any ambiguity or alternate
meaning will be specified.) Politically-charged historical events between 1939, when Xian Xinghai composed
the Yellow River Cantata in Yan’an, and 1969, when the Yellow River Piano Concerto was arranged, caused
upheaval for both the nation and its music. The Chinese Communist Party’s (CCP) establishment of the
People’s Republic of China (PRC) in 1949, the dire consequences of Mao’s Great Leap Forward (1958), and
the Cultural Revolution of 1966-1976 were key occurrences that pitted Chinese communism against Western
capitalism, complicating the formation of a stable national identity and directly affecting the status of classical
music in China. In the context of the Maoist cultural policies that accompanied these developments,
understanding the historical backdrop of both concerti’s compositional processes connects their musical
content to the political attitudes and evolving national identity in China during the early twentieth century.

1.1

An overview of Western classical music in China, 1919-1979

The first documented instance of Western music being formally presented in China is that of the
Jesuit missionary, Matteo Ricci (1552-1610), providing music lessons in Emperor Wan Li’s court during the
first decade of the 1600s. However, in the interest of brevity, the practice of Western classical music in 20thcentury China is most relevant to the circumstances surrounding the composition of the Butterfly Lovers and
Yellow River concerti.
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The founding of the Shanghai Municipal Orchestra in 1919 is a landmark event in the history of
Western common-practice music in China. At the time, the presence of classical music in China was limited
to the education curriculum of missionary schools, the entertainment market involving expatriate audiences
and musicians, and the studios of private teachers. Chinese society was only minimally involved in classical
music activities through these points of entry. Initially, the Shanghai Municipal Orchestra did not admit
Chinese locals to their concerts, and did not employ Chinese musicians.25 Mario Paci (1878-1946), an Italian
pianist and conductor, was a key figure in developing China’s classical music scene beyond the founding of its
first symphony orchestra. After migrating to China in 1919, he became affiliated with not only the success of
the Shanghai Symphony Orchestra (as it is named today), but also with the expansion of China’s classical
music stage to include Chinese musicians and audiences. This is especially significant because of the social
status awarded to classical music, “equated […] with the supremacy of Western science and technology,” and
also as an early twentieth-century example of Chinese (cultural) success being measured according to Western
standards, attitudes that reflect Chinese idealization of the West.26
The first Chinese conservatory for classical music was established in 1927 Shanghai by Xiao Youmei
(1884-1940), an avid advocate of music education and an intellectual who supported the May 4th movement.27
Thanks to a personal favor from Sun Yat-Sen, Xiao graduated from Leipzig Conservatory with a doctorate in
music in 1909; he returned to China with vivid memories of Germany and a renewed appreciation for the
cultural importance of classical music. As a consequence, the initial curriculum of formal music education in
China was influenced by a Western model – another affirmation of the West-valorising attitude that
government authorities adopted in terms of measuring China’s cultural progress. After the 1917 Bolshevik
Revolution, the Russian diaspora caused a healthy dose of Russian-led technical virtuosity to dominate
instrumental studies in China. Prominent faculty members in the piano department included Alexander

25
26

Kraus, Pianos and Politics in China, 5. Melvin and Cai, Rhapsody in Red, 43.
Frederick Lau, Music in China: Experiencing Music, Experiencing Culture (New York: Oxford University Press,

2008), 31.
27

Upon receiving news of China’s loss of Shandong province to Japan as negotiated in the Versailles treaty of
1919, students and faculty staged a demonstration at Tiananmen Square on the 4th of May, 1919. This demonstration
came to represent a new Chinese cultural, intellectual, and political perspective, one that rejected traditional Confucian
values in favor of democratic and individualistic Western philosophies.
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Tcherepnin and Boris Zaharoff. In the Shanghai Conservatory, Cai Yuanpei (1868-1940) created a curriculum
that paired politics and music with the intention of creating a “New Chinese Music” that would consciously
merge traditional Chinese music with classical music, yet another nod to the May 4th stance of assimilating
Western culture for Chinese use.28 Among the first graduates from Xiao Youmei’s Shanghai Conservatory of
Music was Xian Xinghai, who would be posthumously known as the People’s Composer.29 Notably, the
Shanghai Conservatory remained functional throughout the Second Sino-Japanese war (1937-1945).30
During the war-related turbulence of the 1930s and 1940s, classical musicians in China were often
beset by any combination of financial difficulties, class- or race-based persecution (especially in the case of
expatriates), and political pressure. The polarization of political and military forces separated China into areas
governed by Communists, Nationalists, occupying Japanese forces, or local warlords, and musicians fared
differently in each situation. In Shanghai, classical music activities largely continued despite salary cuts,
frequent student withdrawals, and attempts by Japanese occupation forces to take over Chinese-founded
classical music establishments.31 In Communist-led Yan’an, though, a different idea of classical music began
to emerge.
A small area claimed by the Communist Party after the perilous Long March, Yan’an was home to
the Lu Xun Arts Academy, where leftist intellectuals found refuge when they joined Mao Zedong’s forces.32
Mao’s 1942 “Talks at the Yan’an Forum on Literature and Art” redirected the progressive and anti-Japanese
sentiments of these writers and artists into less aesthetically-driven works that prioritized populist content and
political function.33 Here lay the beginnings of policies that would have long-standing effects on the future of

28 Hon-Lun Yang, “The Shanghai Conservatory, Chinese Musical Life, and the Russian Diaspora, 1927-1949,”
Twentieth-Century China 37, no. 1 (2012): 76-8.
29 Mittler, Dangerous Tunes, 138.
30 The Shanghai Conservatory changed names a number of times before authorities settled on Shanghai
Conservatory of Music in 1956.
31 Melvin and Cai, Rhapsody in Red, 133-52.
32 The Long March (1934-35) refers to the journey of the Chinese Communist Party from various locations in
Southern China to Shaanxi in the north of China. This withdrawal was conducted to avoid confrontation with
Nationalist forces.
The Lu Xun Arts Academy took as its namesake Zhou Shuren. Under the pseudonym of Lu Xun, Zhou
emerged as an important literary figure in the May 4th movement – the social current that helped to establish Marxism in
Chinese political circles.
33 Spence, The Search for Modern China, 448.
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music and fine arts in China over the next few decades. Mao’s ideas on populist content and communist
propaganda influenced composers who had joined the CCP at Yan’an’s Lu Xun Academy, including He
Luting, Li Delun, Ma Ke, and Li Huanzhi.
The cultural stances of CCP members from Yan’an were largely divided into two groups: one that
advocated the creation of a new path that subscribed to neither China’s old traditions nor non-Chinese
cultures, and one that was in favor of creating accessible works for the proletariat audience by working with
familiar genres and political content.34 Mao’s stance was closer to the latter, and he was more interested in
music as a strategic tool than as a means to elevate the common understanding of art.35 At the First National
Congress of Artists and Writers, held in Beijing on the 2nd of July, 1949, his talks at Yan’an provided
ideological models for new cultural policies. Mao did not (at least, initially) oppose foreign music and
instruments – in fact, in 1956, he showed appreciation for Western instruments and for music students who
had studied abroad.36 At the same event, Mao described the subordination of musical tools to the audience as
the key factor to creating both compositions and performances; composers could disregard the origins of
these tools as long as their work prioritised the Communist audience.
The eventual defeat of Guomindang forces (or Nationalist party led by Chiang Kai-Shek) gave rise to
the People’s Republic of China in October of 1949. The Lu Xun Arts Academy, which had settled in Beijing
as part of the victorious CCP migration, merged with music departments from universities in Shanghai,
Beijing, and Nanjing. Also in Beijing, the Central Conservatory of Music was founded under government
regulation, with Ma Sicong (1912-87), the famed French-educated violinist, as its president. Due to its lofty
reputation as the first conservatory in China, the Shanghai Conservatory was also a focal point for artistic
reform to ensure that its output would match Communist values; it received a new president in the person of
He Luting (1903-99). Under the Communist government, musicians were given the responsibility of
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representing proletariat culture, receiving benefits and respect befitting public figures of high social
standing.37
In spite of the Communist party’s disdain for Western imperialism, Chinese musical standards under
Mao’s government continued to take after Western models well into the 1950s38 – an approach that seems, in
hindsight, self-defeating in context of creating a Chinese Communist nation. Even traditional Chinese
instruments were updated to produce more volume, or altered to imitate the fuller range of timbres
introduced by Western instrument families in contrast to their traditionally treble-centric tessituras.39 Other
Chinese musical developments that were modeled after Western culture included the founding of music
societies for workers, the organization of national music festivals and conventions, and the birth of a new
genre: “new opera,” a combination of Western opera’s formal models and orchestral accompaniment with
Chinese narratives and singing technique.40 Additionally, musicians were still able to obtain university
scholarships and funding to study abroad, as well as to represent China in international competitions and
festivals, through the 1950s and into the early 1960s. Toward the end of this relatively stable period for
musicians, He Zhanhao and Chen Gang wrote the Butterfly Lovers (Liangzhu) violin concerto in 1959.
During the 1960s, two events in Chinese history significantly impacted the development of classical
music in China. The deteriorating Sino-Soviet relationship resulted in the abrupt recall of over a thousand
Soviet experts working in China; the withdrawal of this Soviet Union expertise from China in 1960 effectively
left China’s classical music in the lurch, caught between Western imperialist traditions, antiquated feudalism,
and newly-denounced Russian musical influences.41 In the aftermath of the rift between Chinese and Soviet
Communist governments, the study and practice of classical music in China grew increasingly perilous;
nationalistic ideology infiltrated all aspects of classical music, challenging and often denouncing foreign
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aesthetic standards, unimpeded. Secondly, the Cultural Revolution began in 1966, when Mao Zedong’s wife,
Jiang Qing (1914-91), took on a position of cultural authority.
The decade leading up to the Cultural Revolution was a significantly turbulent period in China as a
result of the Maoist government’s inconsistent and extreme cultural policies. In an apparent attempt to
engage in self-criticism, the PRC government launched the Hundred Flowers campaign in 1956. This
movement encouraged individuals (primarily intellectuals) to voice dissenting opinions regarding
unsatisfactory governmental actions and policies. However, the Anti-Rightist Campaign that followed in 1957
severely undermined the sincerity of Maoist support for public criticism of the government. On the basis of
eliminating Western concepts, appearances, and lifestyles from the PRC, the Anti Rightist Campaign resulted
in the identification, denouncement, and silencing of intellectuals and critics of Mao’s policies.
Bolstered by false confidence from these campaigns, the Communist government implemented the
unrealistically-conceived Great Leap Forward in 1958 as an opportunity for China to prove its economic and
cultural prowess to the Western world. Although its goals were to match and surpass Western resource
production, the Great Leap Forward resulted in inefficient resource allocation and fabricated statistical
reports that created a downward spiral for both industrial and agricultural output. Widespread malnutrition,
starvation, and disease caused the death of millions, mostly among rural and country populations. The acute
failure of this movement and the resulting Great Famine from 1959-1961 caused Mao to step back for a time,
turning over the leadership of the Communist government to Liu Shaoqi, which gave China a brief period of
recovery from the impact of the previous five years.
Although the Cultural Revolution did not officially begin until 1966, Jiang Qing’s involvement in the
arts and cultural activities hinted at Mao’s intention to return to power via cultural reform.42 Under her
supervision, the traditional Beijing opera Shajiabang (Spark in the Reeds) was rewritten and performed as a kind
of “new opera” in 1965, later to be expanded with full Western orchestral accompaniment – a precursor of
the control she would come to wield over artistic development in China for more than ten years. Over the

42 Scholars remain divided on the exact reason of Mao’s support for the Cultural Revolution, and on the
relationship between Mao and Jiang Qing as catalysts and intentional enablers of this movement. See Clark, The Chinese
Cultural Revolution, 18-26; Melvin and Cai, Rhapsody in Red, 227-29; and Spence, The Search for Modern China, 571-75.
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course of the Cultural Revolution, she set in place a series of overwhelming, superficial, and occasionally
contradictory constraints that often led to the persecution of musicians and composers; these policies also
brought about a drought of creative output from Chinese composers, intellectuals, and artists. Jiang Qing
allowed a repertoire of only eight model works to be performed consistently throughout the Cultural
Revolution: five modern operas (using Western operatic conventions), two ballets, and the symphonic/choral
adaptation of music from model opera Shajiabang. Other permissible works had to be approved by Jiang Qing
herself, such as Yin Chengzong’s piano arrangement of songs from another model opera, The Red Lantern.
Jiang Qing’s views on music and other aspects of the arts were often superficial, unimaginative, and
prescriptive: in a 1967 directive on creating symphonic accompaniment for the Shajiabang performance, she
described Western music as “limited” in quantity, going on to say that “[t]he number of works of art
belonging to the period when the bourgeoisie was on the ascendancy probably does not exceed twenty, be it
opera or ballet. And that’s all the bourgeoisie has been able to accomplish in several hundred years.”43
Combining this overtly reductive stance on classical music with the Cultural Revolution’s attack on
intellectual bourgeoisie lifestyles, Jiang Qing’s approach to musical arts was simplistic and heavy-handed. Her
policies can be retrospectively understood as a manifestation of cultural appropriation through the lens
proposed by Benjamin Curtis: nationalism is typically expressed through high culture instead of eschewing the
affiliations of sophistication and elevation in favor of “pure” folk culture.44
By virtue of its elitist status during its introduction and assimilation in urban Chinese society, classical
music was accorded an elevated position in Chinese culture, but these same elitist and capitalist affiliations, as
well as its elevation of abstract art without practical everyday applications, stood in essentially direct
opposition to the CCP’s political agenda. Jiang Qing and her supporters sought to retain the perceived high
culture of classical music (in opposition to traditional “old” and “unrefined” music) while discarding the other
aesthetic and societal conceits that formed a substantial part of classical performing tradition.45 Jiang Qing’s
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musical reforms isolated Western instruments and playing techniques from their existing repertoires and
respective performing contexts. Musical instruments of Western origin became little more than pitch-making
tools in Chinese ballets and operas, which, ironically, resulted in a superficial resemblance to Western art
music performances by press-ganging Western timbral and idiomatic profiles into service of CCP political
propaganda.
It was within these restrictive and contradictory parameters that Yin Chengzong (1941-) led the
composition of the Yellow River piano concerto in 1969. By joining the CCP Cultural Committee in its socalled purge of bourgeoisie music and rehabilitation of classical instruments, Yin and his collaborative
colleagues were arguably more fortunate than many of their peers during the Cultural Revolution. Because
Western lifestyles, arts, and attitudes were denounced as “bourgeois” elements, classically-trained musicians
who were not willing or able to conform to the fickle tastes of the Cultural Committee were persecuted. Over
a span of roughly ten years, musicians who could not escape China’s Cultural Revolution were typically forced
into manual labour, stripped of their positions, humiliated, tortured, and sometimes even put to death over
trivialities or subjective and unproven charges. The eventual re-establishment of China-USA relations
following President Nixon’s visit alleviated some of the dictatorial pressure with which the Chinese Ministry
of Culture handled internal cultural policy, but only the remaining members of the Central Philharmonic
experienced this minor relief.46
The Cultural Revolution eventually came to an end with Mao’s death in 1976 and Jiang Qing’s
subsequent imprisonment, not long after Hua Guofeng’s ascent to leadership. After 1976, Chinese musicians
began to return to their positions, and the conservatories that had ceased functioning were reopened. Among
the musicians who resumed prior posts were He Luting and, eventually, Li Delun, who returned to their
respective positions as heads of the Shanghai Conservatory and Central Philharmonic in 1979. In this way,
China’s classical music was cautiously revived as a scholarly and educational pursuit; the first wave of student
intake and faculty recruitment received reinforcement from visiting orchestral tours that were no longer
subject to governmental scrutiny and obsessive supervision. The arrival of foreign instructors and lecturers
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also helped to bring Chinese classical musicians up to speed with developments in Western performance,
composition, and instruction.47
Since the 1980s, progressive Chinese views of music have come to openly value variety, geographical
dispersion, and individuality. Nonetheless, Communist-themed works, often with overtly theatrical or
militaristic application of Western musical features, are still highly popular and command a remarkable level
of nostalgia and respect, especially among non-musician survivors of the Cultural Revolution.48
The following timeline presents a summary of the historical and political events that encapsulate the
compositional processes of the Butterfly Lovers and Yellow River concerti.
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1919
1921
1927
1934
1937
1939
1942
1949
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1973
1975
1976
1978
1980

Shanghai Municipal Orchestra (SMO) founded
Communist Party founded
Tan Shuzhen becomes first Chinese musician in SMO
Xiao Youmei founds National Conservatory of Music, Shanghai
Nationalist party turns against Communist party
Long March to Yan’an
War of Resistance against Japan begins
Xian Xinghai composes and premieres Yellow River Cantata
Mao Zedong delivers 'Talks at the Yan’an Forum on Literature and Art'
People's Republic of China officially established
National Opera Reform established
Mao Zedong delivers 'Talk to Music Workers'
Hundred Flowers campaign
Anti-Rightist campaign
Great Leap Forward
Butterfly Lovers Violin Concerto completed and premiered
Great Famine starts
Soviet Union recalls advisors from China
Great Famine ends
Jiang Qing delivers talks about music reform
Premiere of Shajiabang Symphony
Cultural Revolution begins
Yin Chengzong and the Central Philharmonic's Mao Zedong Thought Propaganda Team create
piano stage show at Tiananmen and other locations
Official promulgation of ‘yangbanxi’ (‘model works’)
Yin Chengzong premieres piano setting of Red Lantern arias
Yellow River Piano Concerto completed
Premiere of Yellow River Piano Concerto
Campaign to criticize Confucianism
National conventions held for dance, opera, and music
Mao Zedong dies, Cultural Revolution ends
Deng Xiaoping ascends to leadership
Trial of Gang of Four begins
New-style arts advocated as China opens to international influences
Table 1: Timeline of selected historical events
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1.2

An overview of Maoist politics and music, 1949-1980

Besides affecting musicians, music societies, and universities, the governmental and societal attitudes
behind China’s cultural development had other effects on how classical music was perceived, created, and
performed. Classical music was a widely-accepted part of China’s cultural sphere in the mid-twentieth century
despite its expatriate origins, and was not exempt from PRC policy and national ideology during these
decades of cultural revision and evolution.
Theoretically, with the rise of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) under Mao’s communist rule,
the fragmentation of political and military power was subsumed into a unified governmental structure in
1949. In reality, though, this new entity was inconsistent in clearly articulating its ideologies, objectives, and
defining characteristics. Global comparison with Western standards of production, cultural dissemination,
and political networks was virtually inevitable in the aftermath of World War II, but especially after the
Korean War, Mao and his government would never admit that Western capitalism was an effective way to
achieve economic and political stability. Under Mao, China turned away from Western models of capitalism
and democracy, modelling itself after Russian Marxism instead. Additionally, the PRC vision of this time
rejected the Confucian value system on the basis of its inherent hierarchical relations between individuals and
socioeconomic classes. This confluence of forces created a state of cultural limbo during the 1950s, and a
myriad of campaigns ensued as PRC authorities embarked on a cycle of criticizing and restructuring
government departments, policies, and philosophical ideas in various attempts to create the perfect Chinese
nation, purified of capitalist sentiments and Guomindang loyalties.
Mao’s “Talks at the Yan’an Conference on Literature and Art” were a constant source of reference
for cultural policy in post-1949 China. Aided by the publication and dissemination of Mao’s commentary on
art and politics, his words became scripture for Chinese cultural development, despite the general breadth and
occasional self-contradiction in his speeches. For example, consider Mao’s argument that “[i]nstead of raising
workers, peasants, and soldiers to feudal, bourgeois, or petty bourgeois heights, we raise their standards in the
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direction of their own development.”49 This statement distinguishes between the culture of “workers” (and
“peasants” and “soldiers”) and that of feudalism/the bourgeoisie, but offers little concrete guidance as to
what the so-called correct direction for development might entail. There appear to be more guidelines on
what new China should not emulate: feudalism, bourgeoisie (and the slightly more acceptable, but nonetheless
reactionary, petty bourgeoisie), foreigners, non-Communists, and so on. It was also clear that artists were to
consider themselves servants of the masses, and that their crafts were to benefit and be acceptable to the
masses without being constrained by aristocratic aesthetic standards.50 By defining the function of art, and by
extension, music, in this way, Mao forged the inseparability of music and politics, and laid the foundation for
a culture that would break ties with past forms of Chinese art and with non-CCP systems of aesthetic value.
With Mao’s increasing deification, cultural authorities upheld these standards, despite their vagueness, well
past the 1940s, subsuming musical pursuits into the artistic depiction of a proletariat culture.
Intertwining music with politics also provided a myriad of opportunities for the PRC administration
to create a conformist culture. Before its official victory in 1949, CCP forces had employed music as a means
to disseminate propaganda – often in less than subtle ways. Revolutionary songs with anti-Japanese messages,
like Nie Er’s March of the Volunteers, He Luting’s Song of the Guerillas and Huang Zi’s Fight the Enemy, had been
in use since the 1930s, especially in small organizational settings, such as workers’ choirs.51 As CCP forces
recruited composers and musicians, it was not difficult for ardent left-wing composers to pivot towards
Communist messages in song form. Composers were exhorted to follow the example of ‘People’s Composer’
Xian Xinghai, whose opera March of the Army and People and cantata Yellow River had been composed and
premiered at Yan’an, the latter in 1939 with a mixture of Western orchestration, traditional Chinese
instruments, and a handful of constructed/improvised instruments.52 Operas like White Haired Girl and Lan
Huahua directly portrayed CCP ideologies, tailored for illiterate audiences. After 1949, anthems and

49 Bonnie S. McDougall, Mao Zedong’s “Talks at the Yan’an Conference on Literature and Art”: A Translation of the
1943 Text with Commentary (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 1980), 68 and 73-4.
50 Spence, The Search for Modern China, 448; McDougall, Mao Zedong’s “Talks at the Yan’an Conference on Literature
and Art”, 74.
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52 Kraus, Pianos and Politics in China, 58.
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Communist-themed works were a form of remembrance for the revolution but also provided a channel for
continued governmental influence in Chinese media and musical culture. In other words, between 1949 and
the beginning of the Cultural Revolution, this lineage of musical composition and performance directly
informed by Communist philosophy transformed explicit governmental propaganda into implicit societal
expectations.
At the same time, despite the propagation of Communist philosophy as the basis of artistic
productivity, cultivation of Western art forms was also a means to prove Chinese ability and superiority.
Much like the use of the Soviet-modeled five-year plan in economic and bureaucratic matters toward the
construction of a strong communist nation, classical music was a foreign object that had potential as a tool
for China to achieve its goal of international greatness.53 However, unlike the five-year plan, classical music
was already a staple of Chinese urban culture and directly connected to societal ideas of class identity. Thus,
well into the 1960s, elevation and sophistication remained an enduring value of classical music in China, as a
result of its origin in urban China as an elitist, expatriate recreational activity. This quality was continuously
affiliated with classical music even after the Great Proletariat Revolution, when exclusive and bourgeois
pursuits were deemed counter-revolutionary.54
The new China of the 1950s seemed to have no problems accepting the status of classical music as a
common arena for international competitions; classical musicians who did well in these contests, like Fu Cong
(1934-), winner of the 1955 International Chopin Competition, were held up as role models on the grounds
of their honorable representation of a progressive and competitive China.55 Notably, a central requisite was
not just that the musicians were qualified and skilled by Chinese standards, but that Chinese performers were
deemed equally good or better than non-Chinese musicians. In this respect, classical music was necessarily
independent from Chinese traditional music, which was subject to its own class-divisional controversies but
was not an internationally recognized art form. Internationally-acclaimed Chinese prowess in Western-
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dominated disciplines reinforced the role of classical music during this time period as a signifier or
measurement of positive national image, independent of the musical traditions native to Chinese peoples.
This adoption of Western standards allowed classical music to remain relevant, if problematically so, to the
later evolution of Chinese musical culture despite its foreign origins.
Traditional Chinese music, by contrast, was less malleable to the relatively new political purposes of
Communism because it was a long-standing art form that was already native to China. An additional issue
with traditional music involved the Confucian baggage that it tended to carry, an inheritance of feudal
lifestyles and reputations.56 To present Chinese traditional music as an acceptable activity in the PRC required
explicit overruling of pre-established Chinese musical identity; for instance, the qin (zither) was emancipated
from its place as a scholarly gentleman’s leisure or intellectual activity, and modified in terms of sound
production and repertoire to become a more accessible concert instrument.57 In contrast to this redefinition
of functions, classical music was more readily presentable as a new facet of musical culture that was fully
controlled by government-led authority.
Although the precise stance of the PRC government toward the specificities of traditional Chinese
music evolved throughout the course of China’s cultural reinvention post-1949, certain traditional musical
practices became a point of reference for Chinese musical identity, partly due to the long-standing role of
music as a part of (Confucian) Chinese lifestyle and signifier of cultural uniqueness.58 Certain elements of
Chinese traditional music functioned as markers of Chinese identity, especially those that were reconcilable
with both the conventional aesthetics in classical music, and the mass-accessibility encouraged by Communist
government.59 For example, compositions for Western instruments used the pentatonic scale in imitation of

56 As Mittler and others have observed, some irony exists in the fact that Confucian authorities advocated the
use of music as a political tool under government regulation, long before China’s Communist regime came into being.
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Clark, Laikwan Pang, and Tsan-Huang Tsai (Palgrave Macmillan, 2016), 39-42.
58 Lau, Music in China, 30-32.
59 See Mittler, Dangerous Tunes, 282-85, for a more complete explanation of Chinese traditional music in relation
to Chinese cultural identity.
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Chinese instruments’ tuning, and pieces with programmatic titles or didactic interpretations far outnumbered
those with abstract or absolute titles.60 Other aspects of traditional music that required more familiarity and
acquired taste, like the appreciation for timbres considered shrill by Western standards, were not as
transferable and did not occur as often in conjunction with classical music. As such, musical traditions
inherited from previous generations were not necessarily the primary source of reference for Chinese musical
identity during the Mao era; instead, Chinese musical aesthetics were dependent to a large degree on the
prescribed and authorized image that circulated in 1950s Chinese society.
With Mao’s tacit support, Jiang Qing’s policies heightened this network of ideologies and cultural
standards during China’s Cultural Revolution. Governmental sanction was not simply the best standard for
music – it was the only standard. All music was held suspect, even music that had previously been deemed
acceptable and suitable for progressive Chinese musicians and audiences. As mentioned earlier, the attempt to
thoroughly rid China of Western bourgeois and feudal Confucian sentiments, which Mao and Jiang Qing
possibly used as a diversion in order to regain power, led to extreme vetting of both classical and traditional
music. A totalitarian regime centered solely on nationalism quickly extinguished any degree of creative
malleability that could have been inferred from Mao’s broad idea of “raising standards.”61 Implicit references
to political harmony, a united nation, proper behavior, the greatness of Chairman Mao or Chinese
accomplishments, and so on, were not enough; music had to explicitly praise the Communist party, conform
to Jiang Qing’s (limited) taste, and avoid all affiliations with non-Communist ideals or aesthetics. Any kind of
comparison with Western standards became irrelevant and even dangerous, as a defence of Western music
could well be used as fodder in an accusation of reactionary behavior.
With the enforcement of these criteria, political music was the only music available, and all other
forms of aesthetic experimentalism were suppressed. This prescriptive cultural policy effectively rendered the
quest for a new Chinese musical culture superficial at best, since the parameters for expression were tightly
limited to pro-Communist messages delivered in a simple, easily understood musical idiom. After the end of
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the Cultural Revolution, these policies relaxed considerably as the new government renounced the atrocities
of Mao’s final decade in power. Nonetheless, the period between 1949 and 1976 played a central role in
cementing the concept of musical conformity toward a single government-sanctioned national identity, an
ideology with which the composers of the Butterfly Lovers and Yellow River concerti were familiar.
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Chapter 2: The Butterfly Lovers Violin Concerto

2.1

Introduction to The Butterfly Lovers

The legend of Liang Shanbo and Zhu Yingtai dates back to the Tang Dynasty (618-906) and has
since been the subject of many retellings.62 The story revolves around a young woman, Zhu Yingtai, who
takes on the guise of a man in order to receive an education; despite falling in love with Liang Shanbo, a
fellow student, she is forced to return to her hometown as the betrothed of a wealthy man’s son. Liang
becomes aware of Zhu’s identity and rushes to express his reciprocation for her feelings, but fails to change
her family’s decision. He dies and is buried. Zhu’s wedding procession passes by Liang’s grave, and when she
arrives, the grave opens up to admit her. The sudden appearance of butterflies above the grave is taken as a
symbol of the lovers’ reunion. Details vary in different versions of the story: Zhu’s betrothed is sometimes
portrayed as a materialistic antagonist; Zhu and Liang admit their feelings to each other directly, via a
mediator, or in writing; Liang dies of a broken heart, or of sickness, either not long after learning of Zhu’s
betrothal, or several years later; Zhu and Liang’s spirits are turned into butterflies, butterflies appear over the
gravesite, or the tattered remnants of Zhu’s dress are what transforms into butterflies.63 The main narrative of
tragic love, however, is consistent. This legend has been compared widely to Romeo and Juliet (even though
Butterfly Lovers sports the addition of cross-dressing and the absence of feuding families), and its prevalence in

62 Wilt L. Idema, introduction to The Butterfly Lovers: The Legend of Liang Shanbo and Zhu Yingtai – Four Versions,
with Related Texts, trans. and ed. Wilt L. Idema (Indianapolis, IN: Hackett Publishing Company, 2010), xiii. Lanjun Xu,
“The Lure of Sadness: The Fever of Yueju and The Butterfly Lovers in the Early PRC,” Asian Theatre Journal 33 no. 1
(2016): 112.
63 In The Butterfly Lovers: The Legend of Liang Shanbo and Zhu Yingtai, Wilt L. Idema presents four translated
versions of this legend, varying in length, detail, and formal structure.
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folklore as well as the yueju genre of Chinese opera certainly parallels that of Shakespeare’s drama in popular
culture and Western performing arts.64
As Xu has observed, the popularity of Butterfly Lovers significantly increased in the 1950s, when PRC
government authorities sought to cultivate yueju as a symbol of national culture.65 Using the Butterfly Lovers
script, along with other yueju staples like Dream of the Red Chamber, early PRC attempts to enter the film
industry were thus grounded in pre-established representations of Chinese cultural heritage. The 1953 movie
adaptation of Butterfly Lovers, aided in production by Russian filmmakers, was especially well-received as a sign
of how technologically advanced China was becoming;66 in terms of content, the legend seemed particularly
apt as support for the PRC’s new rule on marriage,67 portraying Confucian values as rigid and oppressive.68
These factors contributed to the folk story’s role as a significant part of China’s self-representation in context
of international attention. The lasting popularity of the Butterfly Lovers legend, and its renown outside China, is
thus comparable to that of other stories that also portray Chinese culture in a positive or romantic way and
have been adapted for the movie screen, like Madame Whitesnake and Hua Mulan.
It was at least partially through yueju that the Butterfly Lovers narrative came to exist in a strictly musical
setting. Born in Zhejiang province, He Zhanhao (b. 1933) became familiar with yueju before he started
composing in classical genres: according to Yuli Jiang, He was directly involved in yueju activities, including a
spell of participation in a yueju troupe outside Shanghai.69 His early exposure to folk music and yueju
influenced his research into violin techniques while at the Conservatory in 1958 and also led to He’s
collaborative relationship with Chen Gang, who was then a senior student in composition.70 He studied
composition at the Shanghai Conservatory with Ding Shande in 1957, with especial interest in adapting folk
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material to fit the Western violin.71 After graduating, he joined the conservatory faculty in 1964. (Little to
nothing has been documented of his experiences during the Great Famine and Cultural Revolution.)
He Zhanhao joined creative forces with Chen Gang to write the Butterfly Lovers concerto in 1959, as a
piece to commemorate the 10th anniversary of the PRC as a nation. At the time, according to Jiang, He
Zhanhao, Yu Lina, and Ding Zhinuo were already working together on transferring Chinese traditional
performance techniques for the erhu, pipa, and zheng to the violin.72 They responded to the Communist
government’s request for a commemorative composition by providing three topics for consideration: the
nation in arms, production of steel and iron, or the Liang-Zhu legend – perhaps unsurprisingly, the head
Communist authority at the Shanghai Conservatory selected the topic that had precedence in a yueju setting.73
Through faculty composer and instructor Ding Shande, He Zhanhao contacted Chen Gang for his
collaboration on the compositional process, since He, who had considerable background in traditional music,
was not as experienced in writing for Western orchestra.
Unlike He, Chen Gang (b. 1935) grew up in Shanghai and attended the Shanghai Conservatory
between 1955 and 1960.74 In other words, he was less likely to have experienced the folk tradition and dialects
of other less urbanized parts of China. From an early age, Chen received exposure to contemporary trends in
mainstream music through his father, who was a performer as well as a composer of popular music. Like He,
Chen joined the Conservatory faculty after graduating.75 During the Cultural Revolution, he was found guilty
of being influenced by and interested in Western music, and served a sentence of menial labour in the
countryside.76 Nonetheless, he continued to compose and eventually returned to his teaching position,
specializing in solo violin and film music, although he did also compose for a variety of Western genres.
Between He and Chen, the Butterfly Lovers concerto took on a combination of influences from both Chinese
traditional and Western symphonic practices.
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2.2

Analysis

This concerto has the following instrumentation: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets in A, 2 bassoons, 4
horns, 2 trumpets, 3 trombones, timpani, traditional percussion (skin drum, wooden clappers, Chinese
cymbals, tam-tam), harp, piano, and strings. The piece is not divided into movements; rather, it is written as a
single continuous piece, commonly performed within 10-12 minutes. As shown below, it is divisible based on
the occurrences of textural caesurae, tempo markings, and changes of key signature.77 (For a more detailed
analysis, see Appendix 1.)
R
1
2-9
10-16

mm.
1-50
51-290
291-467

17-22
23-26

468-659
660-714

Diatonic key area
G maj
E maj – A maj – D maj – A maj – E maj
Transitionary – B-flat maj – F maj – G maj
– C maj – E-flat maj
B-flat maj – A maj – E maj
A maj – G maj

Initial tempo marking
Adagio cantabile
Allegro con brio
Pesante – duramente
Presto resolute
Tranquillo – adagio cantabile

Table 2: Butterfly Lovers Violin Concerto, internal sections

To properly discuss key areas and tonal functions within this piece involves using pentatonic modes
alongside their corresponding diatonic pitch collections. Jones provides a succinct description of general pitch
organization in Chinese traditional music: although scales do divide the octave heptatonically, scale degrees 4
and 7 are considered bianyin (exchange notes), or alternatives for the pitches directly above them.78 As such,
scale degrees 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 create a pentatonic scale that is the skeleton of many Chinese pitch collections,
with bianyin pitches serving passing or auxiliary functions rather than being the focal point of vertical
harmonies and melodic arrivals. The pentatonic scale can be rotated to create different modes, just as the
Western church or jazz modes provide different finals and interval sequences within a fixed set of pitches. In
Chinese music, these modes are named gong, shang, jiao, zhi, and yu, corresponding to their finals on scale
degrees 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6. As Jones explains, “A gong mode is thus 1 2 3 5 6; a shang mode 2 3 5 6 1, etc. Chinese
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scholars thus refer to ‘yu mode on A’ (a c d e g), ‘zhi mode on C’ (c d f g a), etc.”79 It is worth noting that Sin
Yan Shen dismisses the idea of pentatonicism in Chinese music, pointing out that Chinese scales are
heptatonic, like their Western counterparts, and saying that organizing pitches into pentatonic scales does not
have any real practical purpose;80 yet, what he later classifies as “basis sets” or “harmonies” (a set of pitches
functioning as the focal points of a composition)81 coincides with the modes as named by Stephen Jones. In
other words, the overarching structure of traditional Chinese pitch hierarchy does privilege modes derived
from pentatonicism, while utilizing the full diatonic range of pitches.
According to this idea of key areas and tonality, then, the Butterfly Lovers concerto uses primarily gong
and zhi modes – pentatonic rotations with finals that correspond to scale degrees 1 and 5 in a diatonic
collection. These modes provide a means to transition between diatonic pitch collections through the
alteration of pitches without changing the final; for instance, the pentatonic scale E gong (e, f-sharp, g-sharp,
b, c-sharp) is transformed into E zhi (e, f-sharp, a, b, c-sharp) by replacing G-sharp with A, and pushing away
from E as the tonic towards E as the dominant scale degree. Notably, disregarding bianyin scale degrees, both
pitch collections fit into both A major and E major, which increases their interchangeability; since the
leading-tone function is mostly nullified, substituting D for D-sharp does not have to occur immediately to
reinforce the modulation. As such, this piece sometimes slips in and out of pentatonic modes with a high
degree of flexibility, rendering any reference to diatonic pitch collections more of a convenience than an
indicator of pitch hierarchy or tonal function. For example, in mm. 103-10, this change occurs first in the solo
violin part, where a descending outline of gong on E (mm. 103-6) is followed with an ascending outline of zhi
on E (or gong on A) in m. 107-8. In m. 109, the orchestra reinforces an A major key signature with A in the
bass, but still slides briefly into the gong on E scale in m. 119.
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Excerpt 1: Butterfly Lovers Violin Concerto, mm. 103-10, solo violin and strings

Excerpt 2: Butterfly Lovers Violin Concerto, mm. 115-19, strings

The ease with which these modes infiltrate each other is indicative of a more flexible tonal palette
than indicated by key signatures alone. In addition, there is little to no evidence of Western minor keys.
Instead, increased frequency of changing modal rotations and tonal ambiguity provide variety in the harmonic
language of this piece. The only other mode that definitively makes an appearance in this piece, yu (with its
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final on diatonic scale degree 6, somewhat parallel to the natural minor) is glimpsed in R12, R14, and R18 – at
the peak of activity in the entire concerto.
However, even at elevated levels of activity and motion, this concerto does not employ complex
polyphony or complicated counterpoint. Thematic melodic material is a focal point throughout Butterfly
Lovers; the variation and repetition of this material takes center stage. Often, the melodic material is doubled
(mostly in unison and 3rds), supported with conventional triads, or given prominence in a solo setting. Rather
than fragmenting or developing a handful of themes, the concerto moves through a myriad of themes and
shorter melodic ideas (see Appendix 1 for a full list). A handful of themes recur in sections other than that in
which they initially appeared: the themes labelled A and B, which appear in the opening (mm. 5-11 and 12-30
respectively), and E. The following table shows an overview of melodic material and their distribution
throughout the concerto. Themes are indicated by uppercase letters and smaller motifs by lowercase letters.
R
1
2-9
10-16
17-22
23-26

mm.
1-50
51-290
291-467
468-659
660-714

Melodic material
A, B, A1, c
D, D1, D2, D3, E, b1, B2, f, g
H, I, j, E1, k, B3, a2, L, m
k, N, N1, N2, o, p, A3, q
B, B2, b3, B, r, s, t

Table 3: Butterfly Lovers Violin Concerto, themes and melodic material

Each section as delineated by keys, tempo markings, and textural activity tends to consist of a core
set of melodic material, as well as a surrounding assortment of melodic phrases. Reiterations of central
thematic material do not engage in much harmonic development, instead using mostly textural alterations,
melodic variation, transposition, and embellishments to vary the original material. Two different instances of
this can be seen in the second section (R2-9).
The occurrence of theme D (mm. 59-72) and its variants in mm. 73-122 provides examples of
melodic decoration and timbral variation: theme D appears in whole in the solo violin part first (mm. 59-70),
and after a two-bar orchestral interjection, is repeated in the same part with added decorations and passing
notes (mm. 73-84). The third appearance of this material, in mm. 85-99, receives three variations: an
extension of the first four measures of the theme in the oboe and bassoon parts (mm. 85-91), an imitative
entry of this rhythmically augmented version at pitch in the solo violin part (mm. 87-93), and a similarly
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rhythmically altered continuation of thematic material in the string section (mm. 94-108). So far, all three
statements of theme D are in mode zhi on B, or E major pentatonic. The last consecutive appearance of this
theme in completion occurs in fuller orchestral texture, with embellishments similar to the solo violin’s
rendition of D1, in the new key of A major, using mode zhi on E (mm. 109-22).82 This passage of about
seventy measures thus uses one theme in several configurations, without much fragmentation, extension,
motivic development, or insertion of new material; rather, it is based on the decorations and embellishments
that might be found in a heterophonic texture.

Excerpt 3: Butterfly Lovers Violin Concerto, theme D and variants

In contrast, idea E (mm. 123-34), which is the main melodic focus in mm. 123-207, is used to move
through several key areas (gong on A/ zhi on E, zhi on A, zhi on E) with little to no variation besides
sequential transposition to different pitch levels. This melodic idea is characterized by a wide range,
(pentatonic) scalar motion, and a straightforward octave jump, in place of theme D’s distinct melodic
contours and long gestures, making it easier to fragment, repeat, and sequence – characteristics that enable
transposition and motion through a range of keys. As such, theme E seems to require little motivic
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development or permutation (even if it does feel somewhat overstated after about eighty measures). This
theme does undergo some alteration when it reappears in the third section. With slight rhythmic changes,
reduction of scalar motion, and no octave displacement, theme E recurs briefly in the solo violin line (mm.
346-57). The exposed texture, punctuated only by bowed chords in the string section, emphasizes this
recurrence, before the repetition of theme I in the following measures.

Excerpt 4: Butterfly Lovers Violin Concerto, theme E and variation E1

Even these glimpses into the harmonic and melodic makeup of this piece require some application of
structural rhetoric to explain the recurrence of thematic material and transitions between pitch collections.
Here, I disagree with the analyzes of both Jiang and Lang, who describe the overall structure of this work as
sonata form.83 Although Jiang calls this piece a “one-movement programmatic concerto” at the beginning of
his analysis,84 he goes on to divide it into three smaller sections, which he refers to as “exposition,”
“development,” and “recapitulation.” Jiang appears to be using the sonata-affiliated terms perpetuated by the
introductory notes (which lack authorial attribution) found in the full score as published by the Shanghai
Music Publishing House.85 The questionable legitimacy of an exposition that includes theme D (along with its
consecutive variations) and the introduction of theme E in a new key, as well as the absence of a secondary
theme return in the so-called recapitulation, renders a sonata-form analysis tenuous at best. Classifying this
piece as a ternary form is also problematic. This is because the only two sections that can be perceived as
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parallels of each other are the opening and closing sections, which share a common melodic theme,
introductory passage, and key area; together, these sections constitute about 115 measures in a piece of over
700 measures. Describing it as an ABA form of any kind, then, seems to necessitate a disproportionately long
B section, and does not account for the diverse range of material in this piece.
I find it unnecessary to label this concerto with strict formal terms for two reasons. Firstly, the
acknowledgement of a programmatic intention on the composers’ part provides an alternative framework by
which the structure of Butterfly Lovers can be understood. Secondly, addressing a work through primarily
Western formal concepts, to which it does not clearly adhere, impedes other potentially valuable
interpretations of its functions, aesthetic, and conceits. This is not to say that programmatic and generic
forms cannot, or should not, occur simultaneously and interact in a composition; they can, and frequently do.
However, given that Western generic structures do not provide a coherent framework in this case, I find a
programmatic mapping more constructive as a means to understand this piece, with the added benefit of also
adhering closer to the original idea that inspired this composition.
Since the harmonic motion is relatively straightforward, and since textures highlight rather than
obscure the melody at all times, the formal structure for this concerto is most efficiently centered on the
occurrence of themes and melodic material. Admittedly, the absence of narrative text or event-related
instructions in the score, along with a lack of documented compositional decisions by He and Chen, makes
for a substantial degree of interpretative freedom. Nonetheless, both Jiang and Lang have demonstrated a
coherent scheme of programmatic mapping by chronologically applying the legend’s narrative to the
concerto’s musical content. This results in an episodic approach to the structure of this concerto, articulated
by storyline events and settings, and their potential coincidence with idiomatic signifiers of musical division –
hence the sectional divisions as seen in the tables above, which are similar to acts within a play and can be
divided further into internal scenes.
The opening section, R1, serves as an introductory or framing section that is especially important to
indicate the scope of this concerto – when it reoccurs (albeit slightly altered) at R23, it acts as a signifier of the
conclusion, as the piece seems to have come full circle. Arguably, the most significant difference between the
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opening and ending passages is the absence of theme A (mm. 5-11) in the final section; however, the presence
of the introductory material (open 5ths, solo flute cadenza) and the main theme (labelled B in Appendix 1,
shown below) provides enough similarity that theme A can be omitted without drastic effect, making room
for theme B to be expanded upon in mm. 684-705.

Excerpt 5: Butterfly Lovers Violin Concerto, theme B, solo violin

At any rate, the absence of theme A can be explained programmatically: taking theme B to represent
Zhu Yingtai, theme A can be understood to signify Zhu’s initial point of origin or state of being, as the
narrative commonly starts with an image of Zhu in her hometown, expressing the desire to attend school
despite being a woman. The solo violin first presents theme B, while theme A is presented by wind and string
sections, textural designations that reflect an internal/external or individual/surroundings contrast. If the solo
violin part is first affiliated with Zhu’s character, then the cello-violin duet in mm. 31-36, which draws on
theme A, portrays the first encounter between Zhu and Liang, as the narrative indicates that they first met on
the way to school. Either way, the duet and its subsequent absence in the coda support the interpretation of
theme A as a physical environment. As such, the extended variation on Zhu’s theme in the coda suggests a
literal transformation into butterflies. By equating introduction and coda, He and Chen present a closed form
that both defines the concerto’s narrative arc and delineates its form. Notably, the opening and closing
sections are the only two large-scale sections that are stably situated in G major or zhi on D, making this pitch
collection a familiar home key for the entire work.
Following a repeat of Zhu’s theme in full orchestral texture (mm. 39-47), the solo violin cadenza
provides the first glimpse of a freer, declamatory style that is possibly modeled on the speech-singing style of
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traditional Chinese opera (m. 50). Throughout the concerto, this idiom is consistently used as a portrayal of
Zhu’s emotional state or internal monologue, solidifying the characterization of the soloist’s part as Zhu.
Additionally, this cadenza (and others to follow) occurs over a sparse texture – here, accompanied only by
rolled chords on the piano – that focuses attention on the solo melodic line and contrasts it against the
external world often portrayed by fuller orchestral texture. In contrast to a wider range of instrumentation
and thicker texture, this supports the image of Zhu’s personal reflections and feelings.
The next episode is described as a rondo form by Jiang, and as a theme and variations by Lang. While
I agree with neither of these assessments,86 I do agree with their programmatic interpretation. Starting at
allegro con brio, the section from R2-7 (mm. 51-243) paints a lively, condensed summary of the time the two
“boy” students spent in school together. Themes D and E are supplemented by movement through several
closely related keys and modes (as described previously) to create the sensation of motion and various events
within a relatively short span of time, but the episode draws to a close with a return of theme D in the initial
key and mode that it first employed (zhi on B in E major, mm. 208-235). Theme B is glimpsed as melody b1
in the solo violin part of mm. 244-49, a signifier that the motion has stopped and that Zhu is once more
taking center stage. The rendition of her theme in a slower tempo, moving into a new, somewhat hesitant
melodic idea in mm. 250, is a cue that her emotional state is now different. As if the doloroso, poco agitato, and
rallentando markings here are not enough to express her sorrow at having to leave both her studies and her
companion, the cello-violin duet at R9 (m. 269), which is much longer and accompanied by dynamic swells in
the string section, depicts a lingering, melancholic exchange between Liang and Zhu. It does not take much
imagination, given the pace and general activity level thus far, to equate the duet with farewells and departure.
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Excerpt 6: Butterfly Lovers Violin Concerto, idea b1, solo violin

The caesura between mm. 289 and 291, a silence bridged only by a timpani roll, corresponds with a
rhetorical break in the storyline as the scene changes to follow Zhu to her family home. What Jiang calls the
“protest of arranged marriage” (mm. 291-445) section opens with a pesante descending motif (idea H);87 Lang
notes the low register of this short passage (mm. 291-95) as an ominous foreshadowing of the conflict to
come.88 The descending tetrachord figure from this gloomy passage becomes a transitional motif in mm. 296309, shifting through the gong and zhi modes on D and A respectively to land on B-flat major, or zhi on F.
The sequential transposition of motif I emphasizes the scene change by creating a sense of displacement and
motion, not unlike the earlier use of theme E to indicate temporal motion. Upon arrival in m. 309 (R11), the
orchestra presents the theme that both Jiang and Lang associate with Zhu Yingtai’s father, a character who is
more a personification of the feudal values and Confucian expectations than he is a parent. This segmented
melodic motif (labelled theme I in Appendix 1, as shown below) makes its entry beneath a forceful
accompanying texture of repeated chords and dramatic pentatonic sweeps – a strong contrast to Zhu’s lyrical
theme at the beginning of the concerto. To further reinforce the separation and conflict between Zhu and her
familial obligations, Theme I is never stated by the solo violin.

Excerpt 7: Butterfly Lovers Violin Concerto, theme I
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When the solo violin does reenter the texture, the frenetic orchestral part drops away into trembling
chordal support, which achieves two programmatic ends at once: it provides a backdrop parallel to Zhu’s
high level of emotional tension, while becoming static and allowing listeners to focus on the jagged, virtuosic
solo part. The return of a declamatory melodic style, in a drastically expanded range (G3-C7), an abundance
of double-, triple-, and quadruple-stops, and high dynamic level in the solo violin part at R12 (mm. 324-37) all
contradict the cantabile style seen thus far for this instrument, and reflect Zhu’s frustration and turmoil.

Excerpt 8: Butterfly Lovers Violin Concerto, melody J, solo violin

At this point, a series of back-and-forth exchanges illustrates the escalating conflict between Zhu’s
desires and filial obligations. An insistent sixteenth-note passage, combined with accented dotted rhythms,
starts the section marked allegro molto resolute (m. 338), prompting another outburst from the solo violin using a
more frantic version of theme E (R13, mm. 346-57) – a reference to the time Zhu and Liang spent together,
which is the primary source of her internal struggle – now set in mode zhi on D, or gong on G, the only
recurrence of the key from the opening material. Three rounds of the solo violin playing ascending scalar
motives ensue, separated by fragments of theme I (family/Zhu’s father) in the orchestra. The first scale (mm.
358-61) is a rotation of gong on G; the second omits B, using only four pitches (g a d e, mm. 364-65); the last
scalar ascension pushes towards a modulation to the pentatonic scale on C (g a c d, mm. 368-69). This
purposeful movement away from the key area of G major/gong matches two different readings: the first
mirrors the inevitability of Zhu’s betrothal, showing her failure to change the situation and signifying the
beginning of her eventual acquiescence. Alternatively, the gradual modulation could signify Zhu’s multiple
attempts to dissuade her parents from going through with the betrothal. When theme E1 returns in zhi on G
or C major at R14 (m. 370), the pitch material associated with the bond between Zhu and Liang is shifted,
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indicating a change in the situation, first through the new key area, then through the scalar descent that
includes B-flat in mm. 376-77.

Excerpt 9: Butterfly Lovers Violin Concerto, theme E1

After another bout of scalar ascent affirming zhi on G in the solo violin part, a series of repeated
chords and arpeggiated pentatonic scale collections leads to mode yu on G, or the B-flat pentatonic starting
on scale degree 6, which is the closest thing to a minor key in this piece (mm. 402-9). The affective shift of
this modulation, however brief, marks a turning point in the thematic content, as Zhu finally realizes the
inevitability of her arranged marriage and begins to despair. Sure enough, at R15 (m. 410), the orchestra and
solo violin play a new melody together in gong on C. Despite the unison melody, dramatic chordal
accompaniment in triplets and semiquaver arpeggios sustains a sense of unease and discord, up until the
triumphant return of theme H in m. 426. The solo violin part is tacet here as the orchestra builds to a strident
peak on unison G (mm. 444).
Another caesura marks a scene break in m. 445. A short glimpse of the opening measures of theme
A, altered slightly and transposed into E-flat major, opens the next section, indicating that the setting is
similar to that of the opening (and reinforcing the notion that theme A represents Zhu’s physical point of
origin) but different in affect (R16). Now the solo violin plays a lyrical and highly decorated, but meandering,
melody ornamented with the grace notes and pitch bending that typical of solo instrumental writing in
traditional Chinese music. As Zhu reflects on the tragedy of her situation, her thoughts and feelings are
accompanied by the string section, harp, and flute – a combination of Western and Chinese chamber music
instrumentation in its selection of bowed strings, plucked strings, and woodwind. After the solo draws to a
close, the final meeting between Liang and Zhu occurs in the third and final cello-violin duet, which
continues the expressive and melancholic tone of the preceding solo. It is worth noting that the descending
tetrachord in the flute part (mm. 449-50) and the solo violin (mm. 459-60) is intervallically identical to the
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tetrachord of theme H, likely used here as a sign of Zhu’s resignation. The duet concludes in zhi on B-flat
with a unison phrase, perhaps a final farewell, confirmation of their reciprocated affection, or a parting vow.
From this point, the storyline – and so the music – becomes even more introspective to reflect Zhu’s
feelings and thoughts. R17, marked presto resoluto, starts this concerto’s climactic section (or penultimate ‘act’)
with an abrupt modulation to A major in orchestral repeated chords. Jiang refers to this section as “crying
and grief,” possibly due to the initial wrenching shift in pitch collection, tempo, and musical content.
Following on the heels of her last meeting with Liang, this section marks the height of Zhu’s despair and
sorrow. This passage is also the most similar to Chinese traditional music in instrumentation and idiom,
particularly in the use of sanban (which Jones translates as “free tempo”) rhythm, improvisatory guban (the
pairing of single-membrane drum and wooden clappers), and alternation between full orchestral texture and
metrically free solo recitative. Five such alternations occur over mm. 481-98, before fast scalar motion and
broken chord gestures in the solo violin part express Zhu’s frustration and helplessness, peaking on a
sustained double-stop on E and implying an arrival in zhi on E (mm. 501-25). One final outburst begins in
the form of an ascending E to F-sharp motif, repeated and taken up the octave, emphasizing F-sharp as the
shang final (2nd scale degree) of zhi on E and creating tension that is finally resolved in m. 541 with the
leading-tone from D-sharp to E. However, a sense of suspense and uncertainty lingers to the end of this
scene, with the orchestra alternating between tonic and dominant sonorities in E major (mm. 549-51).
A complete caesura marks the beginning of Zhu’s wedding day in m. 552. The introduction of
another new melodic theme (N, shown below), set firmly in the treble stave range in relatively long note
values and accompanied by bare tremolos in the second violin and viola parts, portrays Zhu’s stoicism in the
face of her fate. Although the A major key signature has not changed and the melodic pitches are still
adherent to gong on A, the chordal accompaniment does not affirm any particular modal rotation of this
pitch collection, with the lowest pitch in the viola part instead outlining a descending tetrachord (possibly
from idea H). The ambiguity of these string parts, combined with the comparatively staunch, resigned
melody, subverts what should be a happy occasion. In m. 565, the orchestra’s sudden entry launches a flurry
of rhythmic and scalar activity. This busy four-measure fragment (mm. 565-68) leads to a more frenzied
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statement of theme N in the solo violin part (mm. 568-75), developed with rhythmic diminution and altered
pitches (N1 as shown below). The opening fragment of theme N is then taken over by the orchestra and
varied slightly (mm. 578-83 and 590-95) in alternation with varied renditions of the high-activity passage in
mm. 565-68, portraying Zhu surrounded by escalating levels of tension and energy on the wedding day. In the
midst of this situation, the A-major or zhi on E key area is nudged towards E major, starting with the Bmajor chord in m. 582, representing the physical movement of the marriage procession.

Excerpt 10: Butterfly Lovers Violin Concerto, theme N and variants

During a reprieve from the frantic E major material, Zhu’s determination is reasserted in the form of
melody P (m. 602) in the solo violin part. This melody’s sinking contour (similar to that of theme N), ends
with the same motion of D-sharp to E from mm. 496 and 541. The rising half-step here takes on an
affiliation with resolution and finality; its first appearance is in the final ‘lament’ solo recitative portion of mm.
496, and its use in m. 541 provides a stopping point for the step-up motivic repetition that had built up over
mm. 526-40. Keeping these previous occasions in mind, the descending melody in mm. 602-14 is especially
ominous, as though Zhu has come to the same conclusion time and again, and is now mustering the final
resolve to do or accept something. An anticipatory ascending zhi on E scale is followed by an ascending gong
on E scale in mm. 617-20, as the procession nears Liang’s gravesite; a rapid descending gong on E scale leads
into a series of rising broken chords on the solo violin, mixing gong and zhi modes on E to convey Zhu’s
heightened emotion and rising nervous energy as she approaches the grave.
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At the moment of arrival, the full orchestral texture conveys theme N1, a reminder of Zhu’s
determination, the same resolute stance with which the section began in mm. 555-64. This dramatic change in
texture also parallels the grave opening (an external occurrence as opposed to internal reflection) at her
arrival. In contrast, the solo violin’s final recitative moment in m. 646 could well be a prayer or exclamation
before she plunges into the grave at the climax of the concerto (R22, m. 647). Notably, the last D-sharp to E
of the cadenza clarifies the significance of this motif as a foreshadowing device as well as an expression of
despair. Another narrative-related recurrence happens in m. 647: theme A returns here in full orchestral
texture as the grave closes over Zhu, modified (theme A3, to be exact), and moving back into zhi on E from
E major. This melody, initially associated with Zhu’s origins, is thus woven into her destiny as well, creating a
sense of fulfilment and balance, while indicating that a main narrative line has been resolved. Driving
semiquaver triplets push this passage forward, under a soaring melodic line that reaches well into the highest
tessitura of the concerto, passing through E major and settling in zhi on E (the final modulation occurs in
mm. 656-57).
When the coda begins at R23, the initial open 5th motif provides a means to shift from A major (in
the key signature of E major) to G major. As mentioned earlier, the coda is firmly in zhi on D or G major,
and is based on theme B, Zhu’s theme, in its original form (strings, mm. 666-74; solo violin, mm. 675-83),
two variations (solo violin, mm. 684-92; first and second violins, mm. 692-96), and then in its original form
again (mm. 697-705). These variations and their transfigurations of the original theme illustrate the
supernatural triumph of love over death, implying a continued ‘happy ending’ for Zhu. A new melody (see
melody R in Appendix 1) provides a closing function – the accompaniment is now in straight semiquavers,
not triplets – and the piece terminates with lyrical violin and flute solos as the butterflies disappear from view.
Working on the principle of familiarity with the folklore behind this concerto, compositional
decisions regarding solo-tutti interactions, texture, and key area are not just explicable but intuitive when
considered parallel to the character development and events of the Liang-Zhu story. The treatment of
melodic material maps the narrative arc in a fairly straightforward manner – continued or returning presence
of a character, sensations of remembrance or longing, and portrayals of setting and atmosphere are all reasons
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for themes (particularly Zhu’s, which appears in no less than four decorated or altered versions) to repeat and
develop. Similarly, sectional divisions correspond to plot and character development as much as they can be
justified with thematic material and textural caesurae. This programmatic approach presents a substantive way
to understand the structure of the concerto as an extension of pre-existing narrative into a new medium, as an
alternative to analysing this piece in a generic form before attempting to fit a programme onto it.
As a final observation, I find the use of Chinese instrumental playing technique and idiom to be the
most significant contributors of non-Western sounds and timbres to this concerto. The use of pitch-bending,
glissando pentatonic scales, and the improvisatory clapper part all push away from a normative Western
concerto (or orchestra piece) and are likely unique to composers who are familiar with Chinese traditional
instruments and performance practice. After noticing these signifiers of non-typical orchestration, it becomes
possible to contextualize the melodic focus and thematic variation that take place throughout this piece not
just within the realm of the folk story, but also within the tradition of Chinese music that is typically played in
small ensembles, and in heterophonic textures. Since heterophony is typically understood as a form of
simultaneous variations on a theme, the consistent reworking of thematic material throughout this concerto
bears consideration as a horizontal unfolding of heterophonic performance. Thus, in understanding this
concerto, applying an awareness of folklore, traditional norms, and practices makes for a coherent
interpretation that is more sensitive to the culture from which the original narrative arose, and less reliant on
Western formal convention and techniques.
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Chapter 3: The Yellow River Piano Concerto

3.1

About the Yellow River Cantata and its adaptation

The Yellow River cantata was composed in 1939 by CCP composer Xian Xinghai (1905-1945), at the Lu
Xun Arts Academy of Yan’an. This piece, conceived as propaganda against Japan during the Second SinoJapanese war, uses text (by CCP-affiliated poet Guang Weiran) that takes the Yellow River as an icon of
China’s glory and unity. In eight movements, the Yellow River is used as a symbol, a setting, and a personified
character, providing a common thread for didactic discourse about Chinese values, patriotism, and antiJapanese sentiments. As shown below, these movements are titled, discrete parts of the cantata, with textual
content that is specific to each movement. Each movement is introduced with a monologue declaimed by a
narrator, explaining the background setting and general atmosphere of the scene.

1. Song of Yellow River Boatmen: chorus
Boatmen exhort each other to reach the shore and to be courageous in facing bad weather and
dangerous conditions on the river.
2. Ode to the Yellow River: baritone aria
Describes and praises the Yellow River for its beauty; describes the cultural significance of the
Yellow River as a starting point in Chinese history and as a symbol of greatness and safety.
3. Waters of the Yellow River are from Heaven: declamatory solo89

89 This movement is omitted in most recordings –Yan Liangkun’s revised edition omits this altogether probably
due to its length and stylistic non-conformity to the rest of the cantata.
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Declaimed text over instrumental music (originally sanxian [three-stringed lute]) provides a lengthy
monologue on the greatness of China as symbolized by the Yellow River (likened to a dragon), the
hardships faced by the people of China, and soldiers’ courage and determination in waging war on
China’s enemies.
4. Ballad of the Yellow River:90 mezzo aria and chorus
Opens with the depiction of Yellow River as a resource in times of peace and plenty, then contrasts
this image against war and destruction caused by enemy invasion.
5. Riverside Dialogue: male duet
Two characters meeting on the banks of the Yellow River converse about the loss of their homes
and families and decide to join the army in order to reclaim what is rightfully theirs.
6. Yellow River Resentment: soprano aria
Also set beside the Yellow River, a soloist laments the hardships and pain caused by enemy
oppressors, including the loss of her loved ones and the separation of family members.
7. Defend the Yellow River: chorus
Describes guerrilla forces and their call to arms: Protect the Yellow River, North China, and all of
China.
8. Roar, Yellow River!: chorus
Declares that anti-Japanese forces are active all over China, and exhorts the Yellow River (symbol of
Chinese society) and all who suffer to rise up and resist.

Xian Xinghai, born into a working-class family, was an alumnus of the Shanghai Conservatory and
had spent 1931-1935 abroad, studying music in France, when he joined the CCP in Yan’an. By 1939, Xian
was already known as a prolific composer of anthems and mass songs when he famously wrote the Yellow
River Cantata in under a week, less than a month before its first performance. It premiered on the 13th of April

90 Where all the other titles use Huanghe to denote the Yellow River, this title uses Huangshui, which translates
literally to ‘Yellow Waters’ – the name of a river that is tributary to the Yellow River. It is unclear whether this
distinction was deliberate.
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in the same year, using the musical resources available at Yan’an at the time – CCP forces did not acquire a
Western orchestra until 1946, after the war against Japan had ended – including traditional instruments,
containers repurposed as instruments, and a handful of Western instruments. The Cantata was very well
received, and would prove influential on the young composer Ma Ke, who wrote that the audience was so
moved that “some of us could not stay in our seats.”91 Chairman Mao, who was in attendance at one of the
performances, sent Xian a fountain pen as a token of his approval and appreciation the next day.92
Nonetheless, Xian would later recompose the Cantata in Moscow, where he spent his final years
(1941-45), notating it for Western orchestra, adding a prelude, increasing the harmonic complexity of some
movements, and extending all the movements.93 However, these revisions were not completely preserved in
the most commonly performed version, which was recomposed by Yan Liangkun in 1975. As Yang observes,
many of Xian’s later works, which were not always revolutionary, were overlooked in the arguably
government-influenced process of constructing Xian’s posthumous reputation.94 With the designation of the
“people’s composer,” Chairman Mao cemented Xian’s position as a role model for PRC composers; as Xian’s
most popular large-scale work, the Yellow River Cantata endured well into the PRC era.
In 1969, over three years into the Cultural Revolution, Yin Chengzong (1941-) set the Yellow River
Cantata as a concerto in a collaborative effort with Chu Wanghua, Liu Zhuang, Sheng Lihong, and Shi
Shucheng.95 For a piece composed during the Cultural Revolution, this number of composers was scarcely
unique; according to Chen, it was common for composers and other artists to work as a committee, as this
arrangement both divided the pressure of individual accountability and levelled out individual contributions in
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Melvin and Cai, Rhapsody in Red, 167.
Ibid.
93 Hon-Lun Yang, “The Making of a National Musical Icon: Xian Xinghai and his Yellow River Cantata,” in
Reading Chinese Music and Beyond, ed. Joys H. Y. Cheung and King Chung Wong (Kowloon: City University of Hong
Kong, 2010), 59.
94 Ibid., 74.
95 Some sources, like Chen’s DMA thesis, include Xu Fei-Sheng as a contributor. The arrangement of a
compositional committee implies that contributions were not equal in quantity or priority, and it is possible that Xu’s
contributions were editorial, or not central to the concerto’s development.
Conversely, the Eulenburg edition of this concerto does not name Shi Shucheng as a composer. See Chapter 4
or Zha Taiyuan’s article “Gangqin xiezouqu Huanghe banben shanbian zhi wenhua jiedu,” (as cited in footnote 10).
92
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a time of extreme censorship.96 Rather, the significance of this piece at the time of its composition hinged on
its use of the piano, an instrument that was considered a symbol of the aristocracy. During the initial purge at
the start of the Cultural Revolution, many Western-trained musicians were imprisoned, placed under house
arrest, or sent to the countryside for rehabilitation, while their pianos and other Western instruments were
confiscated and destroyed.
Yin, second-place winner of the 1962 Tchaikovsky competition, had already been sent to the
countryside in 1965, not long after he joined the Central Philharmonic. Even so, he did not completely escape
the criticism and threats levelled at pianists and Western-trained musicians.97 In an effort to prove that the
piano was as useful as any other instrument in expressing and supporting Maoist ideology, Yin and some
colleagues from the Central Philharmonic organized public performances of revolutionary songs and
arrangements from Jiang Qing’s model works. The first of these appearances was at a Maoist rally in
Tiananmen Square celebrating the fifth anniversary of Mao’s Talks in Yan’an, where Yin performed music
from the model operas White Haired Girl and Shajiabang. Taking the piano to Tiananmen Square in 1967 was a
bold move on Yin’s part, but it was received favorably and spurred him to eventually send Jiang Qing a
recording of his arrangements of selections from The Red Lantern and Shajiabang.98
Jiang Qing had harboured the idea of a concerto based on Xian’s cantata for several years; in fact, she
had suggested it as an acceptable substitute for the folksong-centric Youth Piano Concerto when addressing
musicians in 1964.99 Yin’s willingness to compose, arrange, and perform revolutionary works won Jiang
Qing’s trust, and ironically, she took on the role of a patron, affording him a certain elevation in political
status and authority. Little surprise, then, that Yin was selected to create the composition she had in mind.100
To compose this concerto, Yin and his Central Philharmonic colleagues went to the countryside once more –
this time, to the banks of the Yellow River, presumably to give their composition the authenticity of
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Shing-Lih Chen, “The Yellow River Piano Concerto: Politics, Culture, and Style,” DMA thesis, University of
British Columbia, 1995, 24.
97 Kraus, Pianos and Politics in China, 141.
98 Ibid., 144-5.
99 Tai Yuan Zha, “Cultural Interpretations of the Evolving Editions of the Yellow River Piano Concerto (Gangqin
xiezouqu Huanghe banben shanbian zhi wenhua jiedu),” Zha Taiyuan Wangzhi, September 2015. Kraus, Pianos and Politics
in China, 148.
100 Chen, “The Yellow River Piano Concerto: Politics, Culture, and Style,” 25.
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proletarian sentiment and to better portray the images that Xian had had in mind. The concerto was
premiered in 1970, after undergoing multiple revisions and submissions to Jiang Qing for editing. Not least
because the model works had saturated Chinese media, the Yellow River Piano Concerto was immediately popular
and gained a place alongside the model works as a publicly sanctioned piece of music.

3.2

Analysis

The Yellow River Piano Concerto is written for piccolo, dizi (transverse flute), two flutes, two oboes, two
clarinets (B-flat), two bassoons, four horns, two trumpets, two trombones, timpani, gong, harp, strings, and
piano. It consists of four movements, commonly performed within 21-25 minutes from beginning to end.
The adaptation of thematic material does not include the third and fifth movements of the cantata, possibly
because of the declamatory delivery of text in the former and the repetitive melodies of the latter. A brief
overview of the piano concerto in terms of key area and thematic connection to the cantata is as follows.101
Movement title102
Yellow River Boatmen’s Song

Main key areas
Primarily D major

Thematic material103
A, B, C, D, E, F
From Cantata: Song of Yellow River Boatmen (mvt. 1)

Ode to the Yellow River

B-flat major –
F major –
B-flat major

A and variants, B, C
From Cantata: Ode to the Yellow River (mvt. 2)
D added as closing material

Wrath of the Yellow River

E-flat major –
D-flat major –
B major –
D-flat major –
B-flat –
E-flat major

A, B, C, D, E, J
From Cantata: Ballad of the Yellow River (mvt. 4)
F added
G, H, I
From Cantata: Yellow River Resentment (mvt. 6)

Defend the Yellow River

C major (intro) –
A major –
D major –
F major –
Transitionary –
D major

A (introduction)
From Cantata: Roar, Yellow River! (mvt. 8)
B, C
From Cantata: Defend the Yellow River (mvt. 7)
D added from The East Is Red
E added from The Internationale

Table 4: Piano Concerto themes
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See full analysis in Appendix 2.
Titles and terms are as found in the Eulenburg edition of the Yellow River Piano Concerto. Xian Xinghai, Yellow
River Piano Concerto, arranged on basis of the cantata Yellow River by Yin Chengzong, Sheng Lihong, Chu Wanghua, and
Liu Zhuang (Beijing: People’s Music Publishing House; London: Ernst Eulenburg & Co. GmbH, 2009).
103 Themes do not repeat across movements; labels A, B, C etc. are discrete between movements.
102
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Despite the pentatonic character of almost all the thematic material, the harmonic palette of this concerto
also consists of common-practice tonal function and chromaticism. For instance, the very opening of the first
movement features a chromatic glissando (ascending and descending) in the wind parts (mm. 2-5), and an
arpeggiated dominant flat-9th chord prepares the arrival of the first theme (in D major) in the piano part (m.
16). Notably, the use of pentatonic modes in this concerto is not self-sufficient; functional harmony often
takes on the role of providing harmonic direction and rhetorical shape. This is particularly clear in mm. 59-75
of the first movement. Here, thematic material in gong on C (R5) bypasses shang on E (in the pentatonic
scale on C) and shifts into yu on E (pentatonic scale on G, mm. 63-66, which is only one pitch away from
shang on E). This motion enables a passing modulation through gong on G at R6 before arriving in gong on
D in m. 71, but this is not the main arrival point. The actual moment of arrival occurs with the introduction
of new thematic material (theme D) in gong on D at R8 (m. 84); as such, the music has reached its pentatonic
collection ‘early’. In order to reinforce the entry of theme D, the descending chromatic bass line at R7 creates
a sequential passage to a dominant flat-9 chord on A (the same chord seen at the beginning of this
movement) that is prolonged in chord inversions for three long measures (mm. 81-83). In other words, the
passage from R8-10 is distinguished from the preceding modal rotations not only through the introduction of
new thematic material and prolonged key area stability, but also through the use of (non-pentatonic)
chromatically altered, tonally functional preparation and resolution.
Some of these tonal tendencies are found in Xian’s original cantata. The concerto’s second
movement, for example, uses secondary dominants to reinforce cadential points – a harmonization that is
inherited wholesale from the cantata. However, chromatically altered moments are occasionally exaggerated
in comparison to their appearance in the original work, like the introduction of theme C in the concerto’s
third movement (R5, m. 55). The texted melody in the cantata describes the invasion of (Japanese) enemies in
China, providing an opportunity for text-painting in the form of chromatically altered scales: in the cantata,
this takes the form of the raised 4th scale degree (B-naturals in the key of F), first introduced on the word
‘kill’. In m. 54 of the concerto’s third movement, F-sharp is added to B-natural in the exposed piano part as
stark disruptions to the established pitch collection of gong on E-flat, foreshadowing the text-affiliated
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melody in m. 55. Chromaticism appears most frequently in passages depicting conflict and strife; diatonic
tonalities and pentatonicism dominate in passages that are associated with positivity or encouragement.
The overall structure of each movement in the concerto does not employ Western forms in any
straightforward way. Instead, thematic and harmonic content are primarily governed by a sort of compressed
and slightly reorganized chronology parallel to that of the cantata.104 Similar to the cantata’s textual content,
which progresses from peace to times of war and issuing a call to arms, the concerto follows a similar
narrative arc through its four movements, although thematic material is sometimes reordered. Thus, to the
listener who is unaware of the cantata’s precedence, melodies appear in a seemingly random order, with little
regard for any kind of generic form. I do not mean to say that the concerto does not use any kind of
structural coherence in each of its movements, but that structural coherence on this level can be observed
most clearly by turning first to the cantata rather than established common-practice forms. In other words,
when themes do reoccur, they often do so in reference to the cantata’s organization of thematic material
(such as in the third and fourth movement) rather than out of a desire to conform to Western generic form.
Familiarity with the cantata’s textual content and its corresponding music provides a clear structural
framework, although text-painting might sometimes provide clues for the uninitiated.
In the first movement, which largely adheres to the organization and thematic chronology of the first
movement of the cantata, the Yellow River is introduced as a symbol of China, as well as a natural resource
that has become a part of Chinese culture and heritage, through the boatmen who work on the river. Like the
corresponding cantata movement, the concerto’s “Yellow River Boatman’s Song” is set in D major with little
deviation (mostly in the form of borrowed chords or chromatic decorations). Idea A, originally texted as an
exclamation of surprise, permeates this movement, along with the upper auxiliary note featured in idea B, in
turn texted as exhortations to continue rowing. All the thematic and motivic material in this movement
appears in roughly the same order as in the cantata, with the addition of some altered fragments as
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Tham describes the form of this concerto and its movements as being intentionally modified to disguise any
resemblance to Western generic forms. However, she does not compare the cantata’s thematic organization to that of
the concerto, and does not address the textual significance of melodies in context of the cantata’s lyrics. See Gloria
Tham, “The Influence of Social Realism on the Yellow River Piano Concerto,” DMA thesis, University of Alabama,
2009.
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transitional material. The following table shows the occurrence of thematic and motivic ideas in both “Song
of Yellow River Boatmen” and “Yellow River Boatman’s Song.” (See Appendix 2 for a full catalogue of
thematic and motivic melodies.)

Material: Cantata
Narration
A
B
A
C
A
C
B1
D
B1
A
B
A
Interlude
E
F
A
Closing
Instrumental coda

First movement: Melodic material
Cantata mm.105
Material: Concerto
1-6
7-9
A
7-14
B
15-17
A
18-25
C
26-28
A
B
A
29-36
C
37-40
B1
41-48
D
49-52
53-55
A1
56-60
61-62
A
63-74
Cadenza
75-82
E
83-90
F
B
94-95
A
96-102
B
103-107

Concerto mm.
2-5
6-11
12-15
17-24
25-28
29-34
35-38
39-46
47-50
51-66
67-74
75-82
83
84-92
93-103
104-109
110-112
113-114

Table 5: “Song of Yellow River Boatmen” and “Yellow River Boatman’s Song,” comparison of thematic material

Although the first movements of both the cantata and the concerto open with what seems like a
rondo form, I do not find it productive to think of either as a modified rondo. Ideas A and B are motivic
rather than thematic, and idea B is anticipated before the end of idea A, rather than being introduced as
discrete modules. Additionally, the pattern of returning to A is broken after theme C is introduced; both
movements take an interlude or cadenza in the caesura before the introduction of theme E, further disrupting
the alternation that is central in the rondo form; and themes E and F are separated by a textural caesura, but

105 These measure numbers are taken from the 7th edition of the Yellow River Cantata as published in 2005 for
the commemoration of the 100th anniversary of Xian Xinghai’s birth. The measure numbers parallel, but may xnot
exactly match, those found in the most commonly performed version, as edited by Yan Liangkun in 1975.
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not by a return to A. At best, this movement in the concerto is a very flexible rondo form, or a rondo-fantasia
hybrid.

Excerpt 11: Themes A and B, “Yellow River Boatman’s Song”

Applying the cantata’s text, however, directly associates idea A with the waves that boatmen
encounter on the Yellow River, since it expresses slight surprise and is followed by encouragement to keep
rowing. Coupled with the dramatic harp, wind, and piano glissandi and arpeggii that punctuate this movement
and fill in otherwise static moments, this image-led interpretation adds some clarity to the structure of this
movement. The glissandi and arpeggii create a perpetually rippling texture, with peaks and swells that either
undulate (piano solo, m. 83; harp, mm. 84-87) or use small steps to sweep up and down a wide range (winds,
mm. 2-5; piano, mm. 75-81), adding to the ‘wave’ imagery of this movement. Keeping in mind that in the
cantata, themes E and F carry text associated with reaching the shore and pledging to continue working on
the river, it is reasonable that they are uninterrupted by idea A’s direct confrontation of waves. Instead, the
harp and piano continue to paint watery motion in the accompaniment beneath the floating melodies that
celebrate a safe arrival, showing that the river is still present in the background, but the action of confronting
waves is no longer the central image. In both the cantata and the concerto, the final appearance of theme A
occurs at the end of the movement, as the boatmen push off again to continue their ventures (m. 110). The
concerto’s “Yellow River Boatman’s Song” replaces the cantata’s fading-out ending with an assertive version
of idea B, perhaps implying triumphant resolution where the cantata’s “Song of Yellow River Boatmen”
implies a continuing journey.
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The second movement of the concerto, also titled “Ode to the Yellow River” after that of the
cantata, parallels that of the cantata even closer than the relationship between the first movements. Both are
set in B-flat major and harmonized diatonically with little to no chromaticism as a sign that this movement
depicts a time of peace and plenty – Xian claimed to have drawn the sweeping, “solemn and moving”
melody, reminiscent of a spiritual, from a folk song.106 The Yellow River’s span and strength, as described by
the baritone soloist in the cantata, are depicted as full chords over rippling arpeggios in the piano part for
most of this movement. (For added motion and dramatic effect, long note values are sometimes filled in with
chords rising through inversions.) Although the solo piano, strings, and winds dominate this movement,
some brass timbre is slowly added, starting with the horns in m. 35, trumpets in m. 60, and trombones in the
final measures. This textural progression towards more weight and density matches Xian’s instruction that “in
the midst of the accompaniment it is possible to hear the strength and power of the Yellow River’s rushing
current!”107

Melody: Cantata
Narration
A1 (intro)
A
Interlude
B
B1
B2
C
Closing

Second movement: Melodic material
Cantata mm.
Melody: Concerto
1-16
20-25
A1 (intro)
26-51
A
52-55
56-72
B
73-88
89-103
B2
104-111
C (abbreviated)
111-115
Closing

Concerto mm.
1-15
16-34
35-48
49-59
60-65
66-72

Table 6: “Ode to the Yellow River,” comparison of thematic material

The concerto’s “Ode to the Yellow River” is slightly abbreviated, omitting the second version of
melody B, which appears in the cantata with text praising the strength and protection that the Yellow River
affords its people.108 Since the first occurrence of theme B contains a reference to the opening of theme A
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Yellow River Cantata, foreword, my translation.
Ibid.
108 I would like to note that themes B, B1, and B2 are more related by melodic character and textual coherence
(in the cantata, all begin with an exhortation addressing the Yellow River) than actual intervallic motion and contour.
107
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(see below), it seems possible that the structure of the concerto’s second movement employs theme B as a
pivot into the second half of the piece. However, without the textual content, there is no reason to repeat
theme B in both its following incarnations; the omission of B1 might have been a decision that prioritized a
proportionate balance between A and B melodic content. The composers may also have been concerned that
this lyrical movement, marked adagio maestoso, would cause the entire work to lose momentum if the B-themed
melodies were repeated too many times without much difference in musical direction or range of motion.

Excerpt 12: Themes A and B, “Ode to the Yellow River”

The third and fourth movements of the piano concerto are less straightforward in their handling of
cantata material. In “Wrath of the Yellow River,” the concerto combines material from “Ballad of the Yellow
River” and “Yellow River Resentment,” omitting the third and fifth movements of the cantata, “Waters of
the Yellow River are from Heaven” and “Riverside Dialogue.” In the interest of creating a single movement,
the fourth and sixth movements of the cantata are compatible in that they both involve depictions of war and
struggle: “Ballad of the Yellow River” directly addresses the invasion of enemies into China and describes the
effects of war on the Yellow River, while “Yellow River Resentment” presents the effects of war on China’s
people.
“Waters of the Yellow River are from Heaven,” the third movement in the cantata, is problematic as
a subject for the piano concerto in two ways. Firstly, as mentioned before, the declamatory style of textual
delivery poses a stylistic challenge in being adapted for the piano, since the lack of definitive melodic
contouring attached to textual content raises the question of what melodic content should be used as central
material. As such, this conflict over instrumental music arises from a hierarchical method of adapting musical
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content: when the cantata’s musical content is independent of textual content, the musical content (here, a
sanxian melody) no longer carries the same weight as a clearly texted vocal melody. This approach might have
also been affected by the sanxian’s affiliation as a folk instrument, as Jiang Qing was disinclined to view folk
music with the same enthusiasm she displayed for orchestral music. Secondly, in terms of text, the rhetorical
thrust of “Waters of the Yellow River are from Heaven” does not accomplish anything vastly different from
“Ode to the Yellow River:” more laudatory content ascribes historical significance to the Yellow River in
terms of its cultural affiliation with heavenly mandate (a Confucian concept that was rejected wholesale in the
early PRC). In 1969, the combination of ‘outdated’ textual material and unidiomatic musical content was
probably reason enough to decide against including “Waters of the Yellow River are from Heaven” in the
new Yellow River concerto.
“Riverside Dialogue” poses similar issues for piano adaptation –the repetitive melodies in either part
are too heavily reliant on the actual text of their conversation to be suitable for a textless adaptation, since
removing the text makes for a back-and-forth exchange that does not accomplish musical direction. The
contextual effect of excluding the cantata’s third and fifth movements, then, is a movement that skips over
the innate or ‘divine’ significance of the Yellow River, to the arrival of enemy forces or threats to Chinese
society and heritage, and the subsequent effects of this invasion. Arguably, this is a more effective and
chronologically sound presentation of these images, since the cantata places the martial solution in “Riverside
Dialogue” (fifth movement) before the effects of war have been fully described (“Yellow River Resentment,”
sixth movement). The concerto’s rearrangement of these themes into a more linear cause-and-effect order
makes for a heightened degree of accessibility in a work that does not have the definitive clarity afforded by
textual content (see table on next page).
The dizi makes its only appearance in this concerto at the beginning of “Wrath of the Yellow River.”
Although the cadenza-like opening is quickly relinquished to the piano, it is difficult to ignore the cultural
affiliations attached to the dizi as a traditional Chinese wind instrument in this context. The solo texture of its
introductory passage immediately draws attention to its distinctive timbre; its melodic decorations include
pitch bending and trills, similar to its traditional performance practice; it is followed by the piano’s decorative
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ascending rotations of the pentatonic scale on E-flat, referencing the pentatonic glissando idiomatic to
performance practice of the Chinese zither family.109 The zither-like configuration continues into the solo
piano’s first statement of themes A and B, and takes on an accompanying function as the theme is taken up
by the strings. These characteristics all point towards Chinese traditional music, which in turn indicate the
cultural heritage of China as a sort of metonymic representation of Chinese society, particularly when
considered in dialogue with the cantata’s portrayal of China before the Sino-Japanese war. When theme A1
appears in the string section at the end of the movement, the piano’s zither-scales lose their decorative
function and take on a more driving, arpeggiated configuration over a wider register, conveying a sense of
agitation and urgency instead of culture and poise.
Melody: Cantata110
Fourth movement:
Narration
A (intro)
A
B
Interlude
C
D
Interlude
A1
J
Sixth movement:
Narration
Introduction (a’)
a
Interlude (a’)
b
c
F
G
Interlude
H
I
Closing

Third movement: Melodic material
Cantata mm.
Melody: Concerto
Concerto mm.
1-21
22-30
31-45
48-65
66-69
70-78
79-81
82-85
86-99
100-104
1-12
13-25
26-40
41-50
51-72
73-78
79-81
82-89
90-95
96-106
107-123
122-125

Key(s)

Introduction: solo

1

A
B
B

2-15
16-30
31-54

Zhi on B-flat
Gong on E-flat

C
C
D

55-63
64-72
73-81

C minor

E

82-88

F
G

89-91
92-105

H
I
A1
J

106-123
124-134
135-148
149-157

Transitional

D-flat pentatonic
Towards E-flat
Gong on E-flat

Table 7: “Ballad of the Yellow River,” “Yellow River Resentment,” and “Wrath of the Yellow River,”
comparison of thematic material
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Wong, Qi: An Instrumental Guide to the Chinese Orchestra, 76.
For the sake of continuity, the uppercase labelling of melodic themes is consistent with the concerto’s third
movement. Melodic content that is not included in the concerto is labelled with lowercase letters.
110
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Excerpt 13: “Wrath of the Yellow River,” piano part mm. 2-10

Excerpt 14: “Wrath of the Yellow River,” piano part mm.135-42
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After the entry of theme C (mm. 55-63), portraying the invading forces through heavy chords, a low
tessitura, and chromatic alterations, another zither technique is adapted for the repeat of theme C in mm. 6472. Here, repeated notes and a high tessitura, like the tremolo of a zither, transfer the effect of the enemy
invasion to the people and culture of China. Although the fourth movement of Xian’s cantata does use a
lower register and mixed voices in the appearance of this theme as contrast against the female chorus, the
decision to return to a recognizable zither-affiliated idiom, not just a familiar tessitura, emphasizes the role of
traditional Chinese music in creating a stable signifier for Chinese culture and society. Simultaneously, the
Other is more strongly designated as being foreign, unrefined, and out of place against China’s cultural
heritage.
The modulatory figure of mm. 73-81, drawn from the final outcry of sorrow and separation in the
cantata’s “Ballad” (mm. 79-81), concludes the description of tragedy brought about by the enemy invasion
and transitions into a more conventionally pianistic idiom. An agitato solo piano passage with broken-chord
flourishes and –tuple rhythms (mm. 82-88) yields to an orchestral setting of the interlude from mm. 79-81 of
Yellow River Cantata’s sixth movement; this double rhetorical break allows the solo piano to assume a role
equivalent to that of the solo soprano addressing the river in “Yellow River Resentment” when theme G
appears in the cadenza of mm. 92-105. The heightened emotion of this epistolary address is reinforced by the
use of diminished chords, chromatic runs, pounding octaves, and extreme registral contrasts, but the most
crucial element for the successful characterization in this passage is the recognizably virtuosic pianistic
technique. By contrasting this passage with the “zither” of the earlier sections, not only are the two cantata
movements given different tones and sound worlds, but the collective signification of the zither for shared
Chinese culture is separated from the personal affiliation of themes G, H, and I. When theme I reaches its
peak, at the point of the solo soprano’s last demand for recompense over the blood debt incurred by war, the
reappearance of theme A1 melds the arpeggios and broken chords of the virtuosic piano solo with the zither
idiom to reconcile the individual with all of Chinese society.
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Through this fusion of material, the concerto’s third movement incorporates the depiction of war
from the cantata’s sixth movement into the rhetorical framework of the cantata’s fourth movement.111 Just as
the bookended form of this movement (with introductory and closing passages that feature theme A) mirrors
the form of the cantata’s “Ballad,” it even retains the E-flat major key as a formal point of departure and
return, with C minor and chromaticism indicating the entry of enemy forces and chaos. Since the invaders are
alluded to using themes C and D, drawn from the cantata’s fourth movement, the opening material of the
sixth movement is likely excluded for the sake of brevity. As such, the harmonic motion towards D-flat major
represents an extreme contrast from the stability of the E-flat major opening, as the beauty and peace
represented by the Yellow River (and China, by extension) in its pristine, undisturbed state are disrupted by
war and destruction. By regaining the E-flat major sonority and theme A1 in m. 135, the concerto’s third
movement not only references the structure of “Ballad of the Yellow River,” but also indicates that the
essence of Chinese culture and identity is not so easily destroyed. Just as the “Ballad” ends with an
affirmation of the Yellow River’s endurance and continued activity, “Wrath of the Yellow River” ends with a
glimmer of hope that China and her people are capable of overcoming challenges and tragedy.
As indicated by their shared title, “Defend the Yellow River,” the Yellow River Cantata’s action-filled
seventh movement dominates the fourth and final movement of the Yellow River Concerto. In fact, the eighth
movement of the cantata, “Roar, Yellow River!” is reduced to a single opening theme – the product of
another compositional decision to truncate and reorganize. A cursory comparison of the last two movements
from the cantata reveals that the seventh movement has the advantage of a more memorable melody, which
could have been a leading reason to use it as a base model over the eighth.

111 The expansion of form produced by this merging of material, though, renders the term ‘ternary’ ineffective
in describing the concerto’s “Wrath of the Yellow River,” since the reappearance of theme A (altered to become A1) in
mm. 135-48 can barely be called a recapitulation in context of a 150+-measure piece.
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Excerpt 15: Opening chorus melodies for “Defend the Yellow River” and “Roar, Yellow River!”

Another factor contributing to this compositional reorganization lies in the moment of chronological
ambiguity that occurs between the seventh and eighth movements: “Defend the Yellow River” depicts the
efforts of communist and guerrilla forces in the Chinese countryside, while “Roar, Yellow River!” revolves
around a call to arms. The concept of ending with “Roar, Yellow River!” would have been the main goal of
pro-communist propaganda in 1939, amidst the chaos of the Communist-Nationalist clash and Second SinoJapanese war; however, in times of ‘peace’ during the Cultural Revolution, the more melodically interesting
content and positive depiction of CCP forces in “Defend the Yellow River” took center stage for Yin and his
colleagues. After all, they were not as interested in getting masses to join their cause (since the masses were,
theoretically, already united under one political agenda) as they were in portraying the positive image of prePRC Communist efforts. Additionally, the text of “Roar, Yellow River!” mentions multiple tributaries ( as
symbols of Chinese forces mobilizing all over China, an image that may have been deemed too risky during
the Cultural Revolution due to its potential interpretation as internal division.
Once again, the cantata provides more than just melodic material for the concerto; the structure of
Xian’s “Defend the Yellow River” is adapted and compounded to create the concerto’s final movement. The
Yellow River Cantata’s seventh movement uses two melodic themes in imitative texture among the four-section
choir, instead of introducing new material in the sectional or episodic structures favored in earlier
movements. In the piano concerto, the options for variation are multiplied due to the textural permutations
and number of independent parts that are possible with a full-size orchestra, resulting in an expanded pseudo-
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variation form;112 the treatment of themes C and D as separate material further increases the complexity of
this movement in comparison to its parallel movement in the cantata. (See following table.)

Material: Cantata
Narration

Cantata mm.
1-9

B
C
D
C, 2-part canon

10-13
14-35
36-44
45-66

D, 2-part canon

67-75

C, three parts
D, three parts
(D1 added)

76-113
114-127

C, four parts
D, four parts

128-174
175-201

Fourth movement: Melodic material
Material: Concerto
Concerto mm.
A: from “Roar, Yellow
1-7
River!”
with E, opening fragment
8
Piano cadenza
9-14
Introduction
15-18
B
19-40
C
41-49
D
50-71
C, staccato
72-93
C, first violins only
94-115
C, piano and strings imitation
116-125
D with D1
125-132
B
133-154
C, marziale/marcato
155-163
D
164-170
D with D1
171-180
B
181-208
C, opening fragments
209-216
Transition
217-238
C, trochaic rhythm
239-246
D, wind and strings
247-258
Transition
259-262
C and D fragments
263-274
Piano cadenza
275-302
Transition
303-319
E: from The East Is Red
320-326
E, closing fragment
327-361
C, opening fragment
361-367
F: based on the Internationale113
367-381
Closing

Key area: Concerto
C major
A major

D major

B-flat major
F major
D major
Transition

D major

Table 8: “Defend the Yellow River,” comparison of thematic material

As shown in the table above, this movement is unique in the Yellow River Concerto in that it contains
melodic themes quoted from two songs apart from the Yellow River Cantata. These additions, from the Maoist

112 I find Shan Bai’s assessment of this movement as a theme and variations (with an introduction and coda)
somewhat lacking in specificity, since this piece utilizes fragmentation, interspersed transitions, and new material more
than would be conventional in common-practice theme and variations.
113 Although Shan, Chen, and Tham all claim that this theme is directly drawn from The Internationale, I do not
find it to be a direct quotation of any part of this Communist anthem. Rather, the concluding measures of theme F
correspond to the harmonic progression of the refrain’s half-cadence, which makes theme F more of an East Is Redcentric adaptation of The Internationale than a standard quotation.
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anthem The East Is Red and the French revolutionary Internationale, fuse the cantata and Xian’s legacy with a
PRC-specific political agenda. Where Xian’s work propagates the notion that Communist guerrilla forces are
the best way to combat Japanese occupation and oppression, the insertion of The East Is Red towards the end
of the movement implies a continuing narrative that places Chairman Mao at the helm of the victorious
Chinese nation. Besides creating a sort of sequel to the cantata, Yin and his colleagues’ inclusion of the
Internationale expands Xian’s scope of vision and ambition to a global scale; “Roar, Yellow River!” advocated
CCP ideals for the entire Chinese nation, but its use of the Internationale points to a tradition of Communist
and leftist ideals on a historical and geographical scale that surpasses China and its internal politics. It is also
worth noting that while the opening material from “Roar, Yellow River!” is set in C major, which
differentiates it as a section discrete from the rest of “Defend the Yellow River,” it also receives a passing
reference to The East Is Red in mm. 3-6. In the same vein, when they are stated in their entirety, both themes
E and F appear in stable D major, the main key area of the movement, rather than in a transitional,
harmonically volatile passage. It does not take much imagination to arrive at the possibility that Maoist
ideology is intentionally superimposed at the opening and ending of “Defend the Yellow River” as a constant
in the depiction of China as a united, powerful nation.

Excerpt 16: Themes E and F, “Defend the Yellow River”

It is also worth noting that, unlike the third movement, the fourth movement of this concerto does
not contain obvious references to Chinese traditional music. In this respect, despite the dizi solo and zheng/qin
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references in “Wrath of the Yellow River,” the place of traditional culture in modern China seems uncertain.
A more radical interpretation situates Maoist ideology and China’s global aspirations at the heart of PRC
progress, in place of the traditional heritage that was overshadowed by the entry of foreign enemies in the
third movement. Although the third movement does contain somewhat gradual de-emphasis of zither
technique, the complete transformation of the solo piano’s traditionally-influenced musical idiom into
Western common-practice virtuosity occurs between the third and fourth movements – in a framing space
that is (ominously) silent and inconspicuous.
For those who know the cantata well, the soloist’s role in this non-texted concerto makes for some
conflict that is not limited to the stylistic differences between the third and fourth movements. Where the
cantata’s textual content is carried by the narrator, soloists, and chorus, the concerto’s piano soloist (by virtue
of the piece’s genre) carries the lion’s share of material and virtuosic flourishes; the orchestral part seems to
play a primarily accompanying role. Since there is no single protagonist in the cantata’s series of vignettes,
what the piano takes on is not just a series of melodic lines, but also a multiplicity of roles regardless of their
original solo or choral textural setting. In other words, the portrayal of a nation and its various participants
has been concentrated into a single person, who, in the absence of text, relies on the audience’s knowledge of
the original material to convey the same message as the cantata. The absence of a narrator in the concerto
arrangement renders the association of melodic material to its original message even more tenuously encoded,
since there is no introduction or primer for any of the movements, leaving the uninitiated listener with
atmospheric and quasi-programmatic applications of title-suggested image to music.
To interpret the concerto as a parallel of the cantata, which was a texted composition with a narrative
implied by its scene sequence and characters, necessitates a more prescriptive method of attaching definite
meaning to the musical content. For instance, in the third movement of the concerto, somewhat obliquely
titled “Wrath of the Yellow River,” the relatively active, andantino grazioso first theme set in a medium-high
tessitura is sharply contrasted with the low range and stolid motion of the later themes like G, H, and I.
Applying the broadest sense of Western common-practice text-painting generates a good-to-bad motion, or a
happy-to-sad trajectory, but knowing that the former theme is drawn from a different scene in the cantata
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(“Ballad of the Yellow River”) than the latter (“Yellow River Resentment”) provides another layer of
meaning. Although the change in general atmosphere can be discerned through compositional devices such as
the change of range, tempo, and added chromaticism at R5, or the caesura and abrupt dissonance of Bnatural and F-sharp in m. 54, the movement’s title alone could assign the role of antagonist or conflict to the
Yellow River, not external enemy forces. Using only the common interpretations of characteristics inherent in
the music, it is no easier to interpret this movement as an enemy invasion than as a portrayal of the river in
good weather and bad weather. That is, disregarding textual affiliation, the conflict in “Wrath of the Yellow
River” could be perceived as internal and subversive – a direct contradiction of the cantata’s content. If the
audience is to understand the Yellow River concerto as an updated version of the cantata, it becomes necessary
for the musical content to assume the meaning of the (absent) text, rather than being open to subjective
interpretation.
To aid the musical metonymy prevalent throughout this concerto, thematic material inherited from
the cantata is typically not significantly altered in terms of contour and pitch content. In this, the Yellow River
piano concerto shows a high degree of consistency in repeating thematic material verbatim or very close to it,
both when adapting melodic content from the cantata and in internal repetitions, a consideration that might
have stemmed from the intention to retain maximum familiarity of thematic content. When alterations do
occur between repetitions of thematic material, they are commonly abbreviations or extensions (such as the
final movement’s fission of themes C and D from the complete melody in the cantata), transitory
fragmentations, or textural changes, rather than actual melodic variation. Even the concerto’s last movement,
for all its variations in configuration, accompaniment figures, and texture, does not change the melodic
figures and intervallic motifs of themes C and D, much less the melody drawn from The East is Red. In this
way, thematic material uniformly retains much of its text-affiliated integrity, since the melodic content is not
varied enough to disrupt its adherence to the cantata’s text-setting, especially for an audience who is familiar
with Guang’s words in Xian’s work. The result is a soloistic adaptation that initially adheres to, but also
selectively reinforces and builds on, the political sentiments of a historically and culturally significant work.
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Chapter 4: Musical Parallels of Political and Cultural Ideology

The musical similarities and contrasts between the Butterfly Lovers and Yellow River concerti connect these
compositions to their contemporaneous political ideologies. Written respectively for the tenth anniversary of
the PRC and for the de facto cultural authority at the height of the Cultural Revolution, Butterfly Lovers and
Yellow River are openly political in sentiment. Although both pieces conform to the nationalistic ideals
propagated by the PRC government at the time of their composition, they differ widely in both musical
substance and style, in ways parallel to the political ideologies that informed the compositional processes of
both pieces.
An overview of these pieces’ historical contexts provides an entry point into how these two works
are informed by disparate aesthetic concerns, cultural ideals, and political overtones. In 1958, the Great Leap
Forward was implemented, but before long, it was plain that the unrealistic directive would cause political
upheaval, as malnutrition and famine started to present major problems for China’s economy and standard of
living – problems that the Maoist government would consistently refuse to acknowledge. In 1959, Mao and
his followers faced an increasingly rocky relationship with the Soviet Union, while showing continual distrust
for intellectuals and maintaining a “saving face” stance that rejected external aid on the basis of highly
exaggerated productivity reports. The result of these factors was an accumulation of economic difficulties, as
rural Chinese populations bore the very real and very steep cost of this forcibly conducted (and poorly
constructed) plan. On the surface, however, China had more to prove in 1959 than ever before, and even as
agricultural production foundered less than a year into the Great Leap Forward, those responsible for artistic
efforts were similarly challenged to increase their output and depict a prestigious image of China.
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A decade later, in 1969, the Cultural Revolution was well under way. Its initiation in 1966 had quite
likely been a means for Mao to regain the power and esteem he had lost after claiming responsibility for the
failure of the Great Leap Forward.114 The focus had shifted from proving China’s worth in the eyes of a
Western-dominated world to a reconstruction of China that revolved around definitions of what should not
be a part of Chinese culture (i.e., capitalism and feudalism). While the Great Leap Forward had forced rural
populations into an existence barely above subsistence, the Cultural Revolution was a harsh time for
intellectuals and artists. The situation in 1969 was one of extreme conformism: Jiang Qing’s model works
were the only pieces that were performed; critics of Mao and Communist policy were forced to recant; artists
who were allowed to remain active had to have all their work approved and censored.
Contextualized in these different political environments, the Butterfly Lovers and Yellow River concerti
provide insight into how China’s government-sanctioned national image, as portrayed in musical
compositions, had evolved over the decade that separates these works. Further, these differences can be
traced by studying the treatment of both musical and extra-musical material in these concerti, and how these
components are used to construct works that promote the desired national culture. This approach reveals a
process of cultural and artistic amalgamation that assembles principles and cultural affiliations in the form of
musical content. In the words of Mao himself (circa 1965), “We should assimilate whatever is useful to us
today not only from present-day socialist and new-democratic cultures but also from the earlier cultures of
other nations.”115 Anthropological concepts like cultural borrowing, social evolutionism, and political
economy play a role in constructing an ideological image of Chinese national identity during the early PRC
years, as Chinese authorities crafted policies that would exemplify the values and objectives of China under
Communist rule;116 similar concepts are present, too, in musical compositions that were created under the
pretext of depicting positive Chinese values and objectives.
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Spence, The Search for Modern China, 551-52.
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Propaganda, 95.
116 For an introduction to the application of such theories, see Tina Burrett, “East is East and West is West?” in
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4.1

Source material

Both the Butterfly Lovers and Yellow River concerti are based on pre-existing cultural icons and are
closely related to their respective sources in terms of both musical and programmatic content. Because their
sources differ in origin, affiliation, form, and message, the compositional approaches of these works are
necessarily dissimilar; nonetheless, the culturally encoded meanings of these sources and the reasons for their
selection provide initial insight into the content of the resultant concerti.
The Liang-Zhu legend harks back to Confucian times and presents a case of misplaced Confucian
values from a perspective that is sympathetic to the transgressors, who have violated their community’s
expectations of filial piety and societal hierarchy. It seems apt as subject material for presenting the early
PRC’s opposition of feudal and Confucian systems of value, but it is worth noting that Chen and He elected
to set folk material native to a tradition that had thus far developed as an art form unrelated to the Western
classical tradition. This choice is in accordance with how Benjamin Curtis describes the significance of folk
material in the development of a national image within musical culture: folk sources are presented as a
cultural inheritance of the whole nation, particularly when a geographical region undergoes urbanization and
comes into exposure to foreign practices that could supplant pre-existing traditions.117 As a compositional
subject for the PRC’s tenth anniversary, the Liang-Zhu legend provides a certain degree of legitimacy and
gravitas commonly associated with the inheritance of a long-standing lineage, thus fulfilling Mao’s directive to
‘use the old to serve the new’ without violating the government’s disapproval of Confucian values.
However, some logistical issues arise in any case of transferring material across genres and idioms. In
order to fulfil the expectations generated by the title itself, not only would the classical music adaptation of
Butterfly Lovers have to communicate the same overall programmatic narrative as the yueju opera, it would have
to do so in a different medium, with different instruments, capabilities, and generic standards. Musical
content would have to be generated anew rather than translated, since there is no established process for one-

117 Benjamin Curtis, Music Makes the Nation: Nationalist Composers and Nation Building in Nineteenth-Century Europe
(Amherst, NY: Cambria Press, 2008), 92-102.
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to-one mapping between Shanghai opera and classical music.118 That is to say, the Butterfly Lovers Violin
Concerto was an unprecedented addition to the body of Liang-Zhu-inspired works by virtue of existing in a
genre that was new to this narrative. This is especially striking in comparison to Chen’s proposed alternatives
of more industrial, progressive topics – “the nation in arms” and “a large amount of steel production – which
would have been more neutral in terms of actual musical material since they had neither traditional Chinese
nor Western classical affiliations.119 A government-sanctioned representative was directly involved in the
selection process for a suitable programme, considering this arguably old-fashioned narrative alongside topics
inspired by political emphasis on progress and China’s worth (in comparison to the Western world) during
the Great Leap Forward.120 The Liang-Zhu legend offered not only a diversional tactic by portraying Chinese
culture as rooted in tradition, but also a safe subject that was not associated with the failing economy and
botched socio-economic development that was likely on many minds in China. This decision to use a source
based in yueju and folklore for a work in Western idiom had the added bonus of ‘using foreign things to serve
China.’
The Yellow River concerto, on the other hand, is diametrically opposed to the Butterfly Lovers in its use
of pre-existing classical-genre musical material. Because the actual melodies and structure were not just
already extant and operational in a classical idiom, but were also broadly familiar to Chinese audiences, the
compositional process was immediately more adaptive and less original than that of the Butterfly Lovers
concerto. Music aside, the Yellow River narrative presents an image of China that draws on a different part of
long-standing heritage: the Yellow River is a geographical feature that has been unequivocally associated with
China for centuries and the subject of a variety of literary and artistic works.121 By adding to that collection of
works, the Yellow River Cantata repurposes a time-honored tradition to encourage active participation in the
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repelling of foreign threats, as well as to present a political agenda in the form of the CCP’s message of
revolution. In turn, by further adding to the Yellow River oeuvre, the Yellow River Piano Concerto not only
references the physical geographical feature and its acquired role as a symbol for China, but more specifically,
employs the Yellow River in its cantata role as a symbol for Communist China. Considering that Yin, Chu,
and their colleagues were working under Jiang Qing’s authorization, the initial impetus for this compositional
process was heavily influenced by a political bias; in the context of the Cultural Revolution and Jiang Qing’s
position in Mao’s administration, it is not difficult to see the decision to adopt this established icon of
greatness and cultural identity as a move to project stability and continuity in a time of reconstruction (or
deconstruction) and uncertainty. By tying Maoist anthem The East Is Red into this equation, the propagandistic
function of the Yellow River Cantata develops in specificity, as the Yellow River Cantata’s authority of tradition
and national pride is shifted from Communist China to Maoist China. This process endows the Yellow River
Cantata with a greater degree of political purpose and focuses on Communist China in a way that the Butterfly
Lovers concerto did not.
Besides their historical significance, the original subjects of these concerti should also be
differentiated in terms of how they frame Chinese national identity, a topic that was very likely at the
forefront of the composers’ minds when working for the PRC’s tenth-anniversary celebrations and during the
Cultural Revolution, respectively. Consider the oppositional forces that are present in the origins of both
narratives. In Butterfly Lovers, the issue at hand revolves around the conflict that arises from an inflexible
application of Confucian and feudal values, whereas the subject at hand in Yellow River is one of war and
national security. As such, by drawing on the Liang-Zhu legend, Butterfly Lovers defines “new China” as “not
old China,” or “progressive ideals vs. traditional ideals.” The comparison here is internal, whereas that of the
piano concerto is external, as China is shown in conflict with foreign forces. “China vs. enemies of China”
becomes a means to define Chinese national identity, and solidarity in the face of a threat was likely a central
factor on Xian Xinghai’s mind when he composed the Yellow River Cantata. These inherited images of “new
China” set large-scale distinctions when discussing how images of China are constructed in the differing
contexts of these concerti.
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4.2

Programmatic mapping and representation

Besides their reworking of extant material, both concerti inherit a common feature of Chinese
traditional music: its penchant for programmaticism. The use of extra-musical images and narratives is
widespread throughout pieces written for traditional Chinese instruments; a cursory sample of both standard
repertoire and modern compositions for Chinese instruments yields a considerable number of titles like Selling
Vegetables, Fishing Song of the East China Sea, Ambush from Ten Directions and Fighting the Typhoon. As these titles
suggest, a large portion of Chinese traditional music employs an extra-musical element in the form of
imagery, narrative, or atmosphere. More abstract titles usually refer to a general mood or setting (Cold Chill,
Hall of Bright Daylight); literary, religious, or historical characters and practices (Chant of Pu’An, Lady Zhao Jun’s
Lament, Hai Qing Catches the Swan); a central musical figure, motif, or gesture (Ba Ban [Eight Beats], Wu Bang Zi
[Five Claps], San Wu Qi [Three Five Seven]); and even absolute music forms, though these are often
contemporary pieces rather than staples in the canon (Percussion Suite, Fantasia).122 In Confucian times, the
programmatic element of musical compositions targeted not only accessible extra-musical interpretations, but
also musical examples of accord and harmony.123
Both Butterfly Lovers and Yellow River employ chronological narrative as a vehicle of structural rhetoric,
with themes and key areas representing different moods, characters, and events. The narratives are legendbased, in the case of the Butterfly Lovers, and history-based (albeit politically biased), in the case of the Yellow
River. The narrower, more personal scope of the Liang-Zhu legend seems easier to set in classical music, since
the storyline follows a small number of discrete characters and revolves around a central protagonist who is
present from the beginning to the end of the plot. Additionally, as the legend exists in many renditions, there
is no single text that requires strict text-music correspondence; rather, in communicating the trajectory and
main events of the story, the narrative here is reliant on gesture, contrast, and general affect, not direct text-
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music setting,. The storyline found in the Yellow River Cantata is less continuous in its characterization, as
multiple vantage points are portrayed in a montage of sorts, including some societal or communal
perspectives. The only recurring role is that of the narrator, whose role is spoken rather than set to music
with exact text-pitch/rhythm correspondence. Unlike those of Butterfly Lovers, the melodic themes of the
cantata correspond to exact textual content, and do not recur outside their respective movements. The piano
concerto treats these themes with closer attention to chronology, and retains their discrete associations with
textual meaning instead of interweaving them in a fantasia-esque approach.
Such seemingly inconsequential differences between the two narratives – the presence or absence of
a central character, the total number of characters, the role of recurring characters – necessitate some
complex compositional decisions about the scope and level of detail in crafting a musical representation of
the overall plot and its series of events. Since the Liang-Zhu story deals with a small supporting cast and a
single main character, the concerto genre readily meets the narrative’s requirements for representational
capacity. Zhu Yingtai is portrayed exclusively in the solo violin part as the main protagonist and source of
perspective for most of the story, in a similar fashion to the role given to the solo viola in Harold en Italie or
the solo cello in Don Quixote. Of course, the solo violin does play other material than just her theme and
expressions of her emotional responses, but for the majority of the concerto, it holds true that Zhu is ‘acted’
by the solo violin, while other soloists from the orchestra participate during certain moments of individual
interaction or for certain atmospheric effects. The transformation of theme B and its constant appearance in
the violin part, the repeated violin-cello duets, and the absence of the violin part when the orchestra plays
theme I are all instances that reinforce (and rely on) a consistent relationship between narrative and musical
events. In other words, there is a coherent one-to-one mapping of events and characters onto the newly
composed musical material, which was created for the very purpose of representing characters and gestures
within the framework of this storyline.
To understand the piano part of Yellow River as a recurring character in the same way that the solo
violin part represents Zhu Yingtai is less straightforward. The narrator’s part is not transferred from cantata
to concerto, so, considering the solos that make up substantial parts of the adapted cantata movements, there
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is no precedent for the piano’s multiplicity of roles. Keeping in mind that the original material is in the
stylistically varied cantata genre, one could reasonably expect the soloist and chorus passages to transfer with
some textural parallels. However, because the piano part carries the bulk of the piece’s thematic material,
there is considerably less differentiation between the cantata’s choral, solo, or instrumental textures. The
Yellow River Cantata portrays individuals as soloists in the second, fourth, and sixth movements, but barring a
high degree of familiarity with the cantata melodies, it is more difficult to isolate (and subsequently identify
with) the themes of these baritone, mezzo, and soprano arias in the piano concerto arrangement, since these
melodies are presented by the same instrument/individual that also presents choral material. In the concerto,
then, there are less of the timbral and textural contrasts between movements that allow the Yellow River
Cantata to differentiate between representations of individuals and collective society.
By eliminating the textural changes that, in the cantata, distinguish expressions of specific individuals
from the portrayal of Chinese society at large, the Yellow River Piano Concerto also suggests a different
representation of the relationship between the individual and Chinese society. In the cantata, Chinese
individuals lamenting the loss of their families, mourning the consequences of enemy invasion, and
developing the determination to counter these misfortunes come together to afford a wider view of society
and provide a litany of hardships that the Chinese faced in the late 1930s. The cantata’s integration of
individuals and masses (particularly in the seventh and eighth movements) indicates that China as a nation is
made of individuals. Transposing both solo and choral material into the same timbre decreases the distance
between them, and encourages a hearing of the piano concerto that meshes representations of the individual
and society. In this respect, the piano soloist represents an even more tightly unified society, where the
distinction between individuals and the collective community is less significant than that portrayed in the
cantata.
Viewed from another angle, however, the prominence of the soloist in the Yellow River Piano Concerto
seems to undermine rather than emphasize the nationalistic theme of unity and combining strengths. The
dominance of the piano part throughout all four movements implies a reductive approach that parallels
Maoist policy, since an entire population is depicted as a unit that can be represented by a soloist. Comparable
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to expanding the role of the narrator in the cantata to include all sung and spoken text, this interpretation is
supported by observing the occasions in which more active orchestral texture is used to state thematic
material. Orchestral parts contain thematic material mostly when more voices are specifically needed by virtue
of polyphonic technique or variation of sound color, such as in the imitative texture of “Defend the Yellow
River” (fourth movement), or the repetitions of thematic material in “Ode to the Yellow River” (second
movement). That is, except when the desired texture is outside the physical limitations of the piano and its
player, the piano is the primary vehicle for thematic material in this concerto and the orchestra’s role is
primarily supportive. (Notably, main thematic material is always stated in full by the piano part before
incorporating orchestral variation.)
In the context of the strict governmental controls at the time of this concerto’s compositions, the
piano’s dominance over the orchestra is consistent with the conformist culture that was considered ‘correct’.
Keeping in mind that the instrumentation in this composition was driven primarily by Yin Chengzong’s
availability and willingness to work with Jiang Qing,124 the use of the concerto genre in this case resulted, at
least in part, from the overlap of political interest and musical culture. The piano’s elevation to the role of an
acceptable representative of Chinese society provided a means for the instrument to be liberated from its
‘bourgeois’ heritage and to become an accepted part of Chinese government-sanctioned cultural activities,
while simultaneously fulfilling Jiang Qing’s desire for a more progressive sound that was not reliant on the
folk-music timbres she disdained. That the actual execution of this representation was still reliant on a single
virtuosic individual did not create any problems for Yin and his fellow composers in the reception of the
concerto, since the function of the solo part was rhetorically considered a model representation of a ‘good’
collective group.
The potential for this cognitive dissonance between eliminating and elevating individualism is not as
prominent in the Butterfly Lovers. This is partly because of the straightforward character-instrument association
discussed earlier, but also partly because the Butterfly Lovers concerto retains the inherent symbolic nature of

124 It is possible to argue that this cooperation on his part was primarily for the sake of preserving piano music
in some incarnation during a turbulent cultural situation in China. See Kraus, Pianos and Politics in China, 143-51.
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the individual characters; in the narrative, Zhu Yingtai is in some ways a sufficient model for modern Chinese
(anti-feudal, anti-Confucian) thought. The representation here has been built into the legend for centuries,
through development on what was (possibly) initially criticism against the over-zealous application of
Confucian expectations. The function of representation in the Butterfly Lovers setting of Zhu and Liang is not
solely reliant on a scale of one-representing-many because the legend also functions as representation on the
scale of one-to-one. That is, the audience is free to enter the metaphor for ‘new China’ by first relating on an
individual basis with Zhu’s internal conflict. As a story, the Liang-Zhu narrative thus presents two levels for
engaging with its characters: one-to-one, where the audience identifies with Zhu as an individual in an
oppressive situation; and one-to-many, where Zhu is representative of a society based on non-Confucian
ideals. By essentially retaining discrete characters who are clearly distinguished through consistent textural
representations, Butterfly Lovers retains these options for audience engagement with its musical content.
This option to engage with musical material through a personal connection is not as readily available
in the Yellow River piano concerto, since the cantata’s material initially afforded this connection through the
very distinctions (between solo and chorus) that are rendered less present in the concerto. As such, the violin
concerto and the piano concerto aspire to different degrees of representation in terms of their distinction (or
lack thereof) between individuals and collective forces. By texturally adhering to the narrative’s number of
main characters, the Butterfly Lovers retains the legend’s potential for two-layer symbolism, while the Yellow
River Piano Concerto pushes in the opposite direction by blurring the distinction of soloist (originally one-to-one
or one-to-many interpretation) and chorus (many-to-many; ensemble representation of a group).
These interpretative possibilities are telling in terms of the political stance of PRC cultural authorities
regarding individualism, and the place that individuals occupy in collective society. From a Western-educated
perspective, the role of the soloist in Butterfly Lovers does not seem immediately remarkable. By virtue of the
solo violin’s consistent representation of a single character, however, the narrative remains largely individualcentric and less closely connected to the role of individuals in society; Zhu is a protagonist first, and her role
as a representative of anti-feudalism is mostly left to the audience’s conjecture. In contrast, the solo piano’s
many character representations in the Yellow River concerto emphasize the lack of a single central protagonist
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in the work’s narrative arc, while depicting the piano soloist as a model proletariat, consistently considered a
representative of society rather than a unique person. As such, the differing soloist-orchestra relationships in
these pieces – and their respective effects on programmatic projections of individual characters – correspond
to different degrees of emphasis on conformism, a concept that was central to the Cultural Revolution.

4.3

Musical signifiers of Western and traditional Chinese culture

Another illustrative aspect of these concerti lies in their handling of compositional practices and
instrumental playing techniques. Both Butterfly Lovers and Yellow River make use of traditional Chinese musical
techniques and idioms. Where these works deviate from classical norms, practices in Chinese traditional
music often provide a sound explanation for source material – examples include pitch bending, improvised
percussion parts, and highly ornamented melodies. This practice of canonizing traditional music in classical
genres is not exclusive to any one construction of national identity; as Benjamin Curtis noted in his study of
Wagner, Grieg, and Smetana, art that directly participates in (and even represents) a national culture often
relies on the incorporation of both urban and rural elements, of both elevated and folk idioms.125 Viewing
classical music in its context of foreign-origin, elevated/urban culture in mid-twentieth-century China
qualifies the elements borrowed from Chinese traditional music, in turn, as representing traditional Chinese
musical identity and, by a larger extension, traditional Chinese culture. Frederick Lau notes that this
symbolizing function originated during the Qing dynasty (1644-1911), when the term guoyue (lit. national
music) came to mean ceremonial or court music that became the “de facto ‘representation of China’.”126
Having initially evolved from minzu yinyue (lit. people’s music), and acquired an elevated status in society,
guoyue expanded its meaning during the late nineteenth- and early twentieth century to include music that had
never shed its “folk” designation.127 As such, when musical devices based on traditional Chinese instrument
repertoire occur in context of Western genres, they often invoke their origins as a part of Chinese musical
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Lau, Music in China, 30-31.
127 Ibid.
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heritage. By isolating musical characteristics that are specific to either traditional Chinese music or Western
classical music, it is possible to generate a musical image of the values that constituted governmentsanctioned national identity at the time that these concerti were composed.
A crucial and unifying characteristic of both concerti is the use of pentatonic pitch collections, which
references the tuning systems of traditional Chinese instruments.128 Both Butterfly Lovers and Yellow River
adhere to what Barbara Mittler calls “pentatonic romanticism,” which she describes as a “characteristic
element” of one out of four approaches to integrate Chinese and Western musical idioms. For her,
“pentatonic romanticism” is common among the first wave of composers in the PRC129 and falls under the
category of “stylization,” defined as “the translation of the melody, the scales, the rhythm, or certain technical
effects of traditional instruments into a Western medium.”130 This technique of transference is, in itself, a
form of ‘using the West to serve the East,’ as Mittler writes, because Chinese-origin content is expressed via
Western instruments and concepts.131 In this respect, the differences in their handling of pentatonicism,
Western tonality, and chromaticism provide a means to distinguish the compositional and conceptual
structure of Butterfly Lovers from that of Yellow River.
As a whole, the Butterfly Lovers concerto adheres more closely to pentatonicism, with few departures,
whereas the Yellow River concerto uses chord progressions that are more tonally complex. For instance, in
‘Ode to the Yellow River,’ the B-flat-major pentatonic melody is harmonized with two secondary dominant
chords at the very beginning of theme A: the D-major(V/vi) chord at the end of m. 1 moves to an E-flatmajor(IV) chord in m. 2, and the C-major(V/V) chord at the end of m. 3 to an F-maj(V) chord in m. 4. This
is not only unheard of in a traditional Chinese piece, but also implies a deliberate application of Western
functional harmony in both instances: the first creates a leading tone to the IV chord, and the second moves
to the expected temporary tonic.

128 Keeping in mind that traditional Chinese music is heptatonic with a pentatonic focus, pentatonicism in the
following discussion is not limited to the use of five pitches. I use this term to indicate the pentatonic-centric use of
diatonic pitch collections and an accompanying lack of emphasis on common-practice (tonic-dominant) harmonic
functionality.
129 Mittler, Dangerous Tunes, 149.
130 Ibid., 303.
131 Ibid., 310.
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Excerpt 17: “Ode to the Yellow River,” mm. 1-4, reduction

In this context, the melody may be pentatonic, but its supporting harmony is clearly tonal, and this
combination is repeated throughout the movement whenever the melody recurs (such as in mm. 1-4, 15-18,
and 38-39). While it is possible to argue that this particular harmonization simply retains the original cantata
material, it is less feasible to argue that Yin and the other composers did not have the option to re-harmonize
the pentatonic melody with even simpler diatonic or pentatonic material. Because of the high degree of
scrutiny and censorship at the time of this concerto’s composition, it is unlikely that this use of classical idiom
was simply overlooked. The lack of revision here implies a stance that places classical tonal function at least
on the same level as pentatonicism; a closer reading could even rank pentatonicism beneath classical tonal and
harmonic function, since the pentatonic pitch collection is being altered by the addition of these secondary
dominants. Butterfly Lovers, on the other hand, is harmonically simpler in its use of primarily diatonic and
unaltered chords. Tonal function is both less complex and less central to this concerto, which has
considerably more pentatonic scale figurations than Yellow River.
Butterfly Lovers also contains fewer chromatic alterations for the sake of functional harmony than
Yellow River. As shown in the analysis in Chapter 2, the main reason for such alterations is movement between
two pentatonic modes that are based on the same final but in different degrees of rotation, and thus stem
from gong modes that use different key signatures. For example, mm. 317-19 of Butterfly Lovers does employ a
secondary dominant chord (C7 moving to Fmaj, also within the key of B-flat major), but here the melody
leads from gong on B-flat to gong on F, giving reason for the harmony to do the same. This is not the same
as the Yellow River’s use of applied dominant chords beneath a melody that is static in gong on B-flat, since
Butterfly Lovers’ harmonic motion supports a pentatonic change rather than contradicting stable pentatonicism.
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In Butterfly Lovers, the use of functional harmony is subordinate rather than subversive in relation to
pentatonic pitch collections.
The most chromatic passage in Butterfly Lovers is in mm. 427-35, where chromatic glissandos in the
wind sections and flatward accidentals in the lower strings (creating part of a whole-tone scale) produce a
strong sense of tension. Coming off the heels of this passage, two augmented-sixth chords occur and resolve
consecutively (see extract below). In context of the harmonic instability that directly precedes these measures,
the +6 chord that occurs in mm. 436 to tonicize G in m. 437 is possibly even welcome as a means to reestablish a tonal area. Since it does not recur, this incidence of tonal function can be isolated and examined in
correspondence with the narrative context: the triumph of Zhu’s arranged marriage over her love for Liang.
In this respect, this concerto displays a clear distinction between the uses of pentatonic material (Chinese
origin) and harmonic function (classical origin), a remarkable division in a narrative that is immediately
concerned with the feudal and non-feudal spectrum of Chinese identity rather than an international or
internal-external scope of affairs. Classical harmony is most acceptable in the context of this narrative when it
is in accord with pentatonicism, an element from traditional Chinese music. That is, harmonic complexity and
chromaticism as signifiers of Western classical music are associated with conflict, discord, and undesirable
historical practices, while ‘good’ Chinese society is represented by pentatonic harmonies and their
corresponding diatonic pitch collections.

Excerpt 18: Butterfly Lovers Violin Concerto, mm. 433-37, reduction

While they differ in terms of pentatonic/tonally-functional interactions, then, it is worth noting that
the use of chromaticism to denote foreignness is common to both concerti. In Chapter 3, I mentioned the
use of B-natural and F-sharp in m. 54 of “Wrath of the Yellow River” as a precursor to the thematic material
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associated with enemy invasion; similar alterations occur in mm. 55-63 of the same movement, which is the
actual material (theme C) that coincides with the cantata’s text about the enemy invasion. Here, instability and
discord are depicted by brief modules that pass through C minor (mm. 55-56), E-flat major (mm. 56-57), Bflat minor (mm. 58-59), and chromatic passing motion as part of the mm. 60-63 transition back into E-flat
major. Particular chromatic emphasis is placed on the notes that would have coincided with the word ‘kill’ in
the cantata, the repeated E-flat in m. 58. At the beginning of the measure, an unexpected G-flat turns the first
chord into an E-flat-minor chord in place of the E-flat-major chord that had been prepared from mm. 56-57.
The repeated E-flats are harmonized with an F7 chord, and gain extra dissonance from the A-natural/A-flat
crunch between the first violins and the piano part. This instance of borrowed B-flat minor harmony belongs
to a related common-practice pitch collection in the context of the opening C-minor and E-flat-major
sonorities, but makes no pretence of being limited by the melody’s adherence to a single pentatonic scale
(gong on E-flat). In the repetition of theme C in mm. 64-72, these chromatic alterations are repeated with
slight variation, making the use of chromatic alterations a central feature of this thematic material.

Excerpt 19: “Wrath of the Yellow River,” mm. 55-63, reduction

In instances like these, these concerti display the same use of dissonance – albeit at a higher level in
Yellow River than in Butterfly Lovers – as a “bad” symbol and consonance as “good”. This constructs a sort of
hierarchical relationship of how to tonally express positive concepts, associated with Chineseness, and
negative ideas, associated with foreignness or (rejected) outdated practices. The use of pentatonicism,
harmonic function, and chromaticism appears in two fashions. In the first, as per the Butterfly Lovers,
pentatonicism receives top priority, with functional harmony as a second when it supports pentatonicism.
Functional harmony without pentatonic context is a third, and chromaticism occupies the last rung of
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symbolizations. In the Yellow River context, pentatonicism and harmonic functionality occupy the same top
level, with chromaticism and its heightened dissonance portraying negative images of discord, sorrow, and
destruction. Both hierarchies operate on a general spectrum of “Chinese/conventional=positive” and
“foreign/unconventional=negative”, but in Yellow River, foreign conventionality is elevated to join Chinese
conventionality in portraying positive values through protagonist representations. Interpreting these musical
characteristics as references to culture thus generates an overview of some fundamental premises in the
cultural profiles of these concerti: in both concerti, convention is elevated and progressive or avant-garde
tendencies are avoided. However, in Butterfly Lovers, Chinese culture is predominantly elevated with support from
Western culture; in Yellow River, Chinese and Western culture are merged with greater equality and frequency.
These interactions between musical representations of Chinese and Western culture parallel specific
sets of political objectives contemporaneous to the composition of either concerto. During the Great Leap
Forward, Mao’s vision of China was reliant on standards of productivity set by Western countries. Using
these measurements of success, China in 1959 aspired to greatness through proving itself better than Western
countries, but intended to achieve its goals through enlisting Chinese resources. Little surprise, then, that
Butterfly Lovers places pentatonicism (a Chinese musical resource) at the forefront of its harmonic conceits,
supplemented with functional harmony and chromaticism that either reinforce or contradict it; the focus in
this concerto is that China has its own unique resources for achieving greatness as measured in Western
criteria. Essentially, Butterfly Lovers’ musical protagonists are Chinese, leading the way for Western allies,
against Western enemies and conflicts. During the Cultural Revolution, though, Mao’s “foreign things to
serve China” and “old things to serve the new” ideas (which had endured since Yan’an) were implemented
with renewed fervor by Jiang Qing. Traditional and Western practices were combined with little concern over
the resulting aesthetic. Pentatonicism and functional harmony could thus occupy the same level of positivelyaffiliated significance, since they were both in service to a Chinese culture that did not discriminate between
the sources of its standards as long as they were vehicles for Maoist ideology. Western functional harmony, as
initially deployed by Xian Xinghai in the cantata, allowed Yellow River to retain its status as elevated and
progressive music, while recognizably pentatonic melodies provide a connection to China’s indigenous
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musical practices. The musical protagonists of Yellow River draw on aspects of conventional Chinese and
Western identities to create a new Chinese image, one that will overcome its (unconventional Western)
enemies.
Like pentatonicism, traditional instruments are another reference to traditional Chinese music and
culture. Whether referred to obliquely in terms of Chinese-idiomatic writing for non-Chinese instruments, or
directly in the simple terms of including traditional instruments amongst classical ensembles, these concerti
borrow from the sound world of traditional Chinese music. Again, the ways in which these instruments and
their characteristic gestures are used in Butterfly Lovers and Yellow River imply some differences in the way that
Chinese traditions are perceived, preserved and/or adapted in context of governmentally sanctioned political
views. References to instruments provide another layer of perspective depending on the type of instrument
that is referenced, and its corresponding social status, affect, and cultural context; some instruments were
culturally fashionable to the point of developing many different schools of style and technique, some acquired
new levels of social significance as Chinese nationalism grew to incorporate folk music alongside courtly
music, and still others had their repertoire expanded by the transfer of classical repertoire to Chinese
instruments. Also, in the interest of understanding these pieces as informed by cultural representation, the
presence of traditional instrument idioms necessitates closer examination of instances where these idioms
cease or are replaced by others.
Four (technically five) instruments stand out in the context of these concerti: the dizi, the erhu, the
zheng, and the guban, which consists of the gu and the ban, but played in tandem as a single instrument by a
single performer. Of these, three (erhu, dizi, guban) are referenced or used in Butterfly Lovers and two (zheng, dizi)
in Yellow River. More thorough inspection shows, however, that there could have been three traditional
Chinese instruments in Yellow River, had the piano concerto been more closely modeled on the cantata; the
third movement, “Waters of the Yellow River are from Heaven,” was after all initially written for declamatory
solo and sanxian. A plucked string instrument similar to the pipa, the sanxian (lit. ‘three strings’) is still a central
instrument in traditional opera, chamber music, and travelling performances – all performing contexts that
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were disagreeable to Jiang Qing for being either too bourgeois or in need of modernization.132 Taking her
opinion into account, the decision to omit the third movement seems logical, particularly when considered
alongside the lack of texted melody in this movement. The result: a tacit removal of a clear reference to prerevolution traditional opera, and the absence of an instrument that likely inhabited the same space as Xian
Xinghai in 1939 Yan’an.
The sanxian-less piano concerto is especially remarkable when compared to Butterfly Lovers’ use of
another instrument native to Chinese traditional opera, the guban. In passages corresponding to Zhu Yingtai’s
wedding day (starting at R17), the guban receives notated music in full orchestral texture (e.g. mm. 472-81) and
improvisatory instructions (mm. 487, 490, 493, 496) under the violin’s virtuosic interjections. Improvising
comes naturally to experienced guban players, who often play the role of leaders in traditional music
ensembles; given his background and interest in traditional music, He Zhanhao would likely have been
familiar with this instrument and its normal performing context.133 Besides the unambiguous reference to the
guban’s traditional role, another striking compositional decision lies in the narrative context of the guban’s part.
It is active during what is arguably the most dramatic accumulation of momentum, as Zhu approaches her
fate, a concept that is equally applicable in the sense of the arranged marriage and her looming
death/metamorphosis. Reinforcing this assigned significance is the silence of the orchestra during the
measures when the guban improvises and the solo violin adopts a cadenza-like idiom. That is, the only
traditional Chinese instrument in this concerto, which normally leads a traditional ensemble, is given a
primary role over classical instruments in depicting what is close to the highest peak of personal emotion in the
Liang-Zhu narrative.134 In an essentially classical orchestra, this choice of instrumentation presents traditional
Chinese music as a force that supersedes classical music, and places traditional Chinese culture at the heart of
Butterfly Lovers’ expression of identity.
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The process of modernizing Beijing opera, in particular, is described by Clark in chapter 1 of The Chinese
Cultural Revolution, 10-43.
133 Shen, Chinese Music and Orchestration, 87-88.
134 The ‘cadenza recitativo’ in m. 646, which is my interpretation of Zhu entering the grave, is completely solo,
with no other instrumentation besides the violin.
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The role of the guban is far from the only opportunity in Butterfly Lovers for traditional Chinese culture
to lead the way; erhu techniques in the solo violin’s part play a large part in coloring Zhu’s characterization.135
Pitch-bending, portamento, and glissando techniques all point towards Chinese tradition rather than
common-practice classical music, but the most important aspect of their use in this concerto is that they are
consistently found in the solo violin line. In other words, the protagonist of this narrative is recognizably
Chinese and predominantly traditional – while this may be a reference to the ancient origins of the narrative,
the result is still one of inherited tradition, not just virtuosity, when characterizing the solo violin part. Given
He’s propensity for traditional playing methods, the violin’s method of sound production more readily
allowed it to mimic traditional bowed instruments in what was likely a relatively straightforward mapping of
techniques.
By comparison, the piano part of Yellow River could not fall back on transference of technique to
imbue its role with a definite signifier of Chinese tradition, simply because it was unlike any traditional
Chinese instrument in terms of its sound production. The closest portrayal of traditional instrumental
techniques in Yellow River is thus found in the decorative pentatonic glissandi and tremolo lines in the third
movement (“Wrath of the Yellow River”), but two issues prevent this idiomatic gesture from creating a closer
tie between the Western classical instrument and Chinese traditional sound world.136 To begin with, this
gesture does not occur outside the concerto’s third movement, which creates an effect that is more like a
costume or a mask in the context of the entire concerto. Unlike the consistent erhu sounds that emanate from
the solo violin in Butterfly Lovers, the piano is, by and large, a piano, and not a zheng; it takes on the qualities of
a zheng momentarily but discards them before the start of the final movement. The second obstacle to seeing
the solo piano as being a representative of traditional Chinese culture lies in the narrative context of this
borrowed technique. Since “Wrath of the Yellow River” is programmatically connected to the before and
after of enemy invasion, the use of traditional Chinese instrumental technique here serves to characterize the
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old China that was overrun with enemies. Besides the affiliation with antiquity, the reference to the zheng –
the Confucian gentleman’s instrument – is also potentially one that relates to weakness. This would be a
reasonable premise for the martial and non-zheng-like quality of the piano part in “Defend the Yellow River,”
as the China that rises to defend itself is Communist China, not Confucian China. The transformation, as
mentioned in chapter 3, occurs between movements and implies a seamless transition from feudal tradition to
communism. Rather than making room for traditional Chinese culture in the PRC ideal, then, this use of
traditional instrumental technique is actually indicative of something to be discarded or left behind. Notably,
this application of zheng idiom seems to parallel the design changes undergone by the instrument itself in the
mid-twentieth century to become more modernized and capable of playing in larger settings with more
accompanying instruments.
A final observation related to the use of traditional Chinese instruments in these concerti concerns
the dizi or transverse flute. This pastoral-associated instrument is used in the introduction of Yellow River’s
third movement, and invoked by the flute solo in both the introduction and coda of Butterfly Lovers. Both
concerti use dizi-idiomatic trills (also called vibrato or chanyin), acciacaturas, and flowing pentatonic melodies,
indicating in the case of the Butterfly Lovers flute solo that this traditional wind instrument is being evoked.137
The isolated use of the dizi in the introduction to “Wrath of the Yellow River” can be interpreted in a similar
vein to the presence and absence of zheng technique in the piano part. However, it also creates a particularly
striking difference when juxtaposed with the flute solo that appears at the very beginning of Butterfly Lovers
and again at the initiation of the coda. By requiring the classical instrument to conform to traditional Chinese
techniques and sounds, similar to the way that the solo violin is required to use erhu techniques, the Butterfly
Lovers flute solos emphasize that the overriding aesthetic is traditional Chinese and not foreign; the return of
this gesture at the beginning of the coda reinforces this message and creates continuity of character in the
flute part. In contrast, by using the dizi just once in Yellow River, the rejection of pre-PRC Chinese tradition is
more pronounced since the instrument is discarded after the fact.
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These uses of traditional instruments and their idiomatic gestures build on the use of pentatonic and
tonal harmonic function in Butterfly Lovers and Yellow River, in that they solidify the political sentiments and
cultural attitudes seen earlier. In Butterfly Lovers¸ components that consist of or are based on traditional
Chinese music are central participants in creating stylized characterizations and portrayals of important
narrative events throughout the piece. Negative forces, conflict, and discord prompt the use of classical
dissonance. The Yellow River concerto uses a mixture of traditional and classical constituents but reserves
exclusively traditional Chinese elements for signifying antiquity. While it still uses consonance and dissonance
as conventional signifiers of “good/bad,” this concerto applies a broader spectrum of dissonance and
chromaticism than the violin concerto. When these observations are combined with their respective handlings
of programmatic mapping, textural interactions, and choice of source material, it is impossible to say that the
two pieces use Chinese and classical music sounds and idioms in the same way.
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4.4

Conclusion

These differences confirm that, although the violin and piano concerti are both invested in meeting
the criteria of government-sanctioned works, the working definitions of ‘good’ or ‘correct’ music for both
concerti are not similar in terms of how these works employ signifiers of tradition and foreign culture, and in
how they position the individual in relation to society at large. Corresponding to the political environments of
1959 and 1969, the Butterfly Lovers and Yellow River concerti respectively present a tradition-led, individualistic
representation of folklore, and a classical-dominated, virtuosic recasting of propaganda. These images parallel
the political attitudes of Maoist government contemporaneous to the respective compositions, and mark both
concerti as emblematic of a larger cultural movement.
As others have observed, “correct” or zheng music has been a part of China’s political climate since
antiquity, when ‘correct’ music would create peace and harmony in a kingdom but ‘wrong’ music would
create chaos.138 In discussing pieces like these concerti, the centrality of this concept cannot be ignored in the
face of political turbulence and cultural (re)development, although it is also difficult to deny that the
characteristics of “correct/zheng” and “wrong/bu zheng” music tend to be arbitrary in terms of aesthetics, and
self-serving in terms of political authority. The more specific dichotomous issues discussed above –
individualism and societal responsibility, the continuity of tradition and the assimilation of foreign cultures,
locally- and internationally-focused ways to define national identity – are just some of the matters that can be
crucial to the construction of national identity in any context. Encountering them in the trappings of musical
compositions is remarkable in that these conceptual matters are signified and preserved through concrete
cultural practices like notation and performance techniques, even in the case of a nation that has not yet
settled on a stable profile of its national identity.
While both the Butterfly Lovers and Yellow River concerti are examples of “using the old to serve the
new”, and “using foreign things to serve China,” new China is served in different ways – to the point of
possible contention regarding what new China entails in the first place. These works contain much more than

138Ibid.,
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musical representations of historically significant narratives and East-West dichotomies; they consist of
interactions between cultural signifiers, evolving concepts of national identity, and contemporary political
attitudes. By understanding Butterfly Lovers and Yellow River in their cultural and political contexts, these
concerti can be perceived beyond their immediate aesthetic value in the classical genre, and their significance
extended into the use of music as a space to express cultural values and identities. There is still room, of
course, to further examine the relationship between these and other works central to Asian nationalism, and
their impact on aesthetic expectations and audience reception. That is, the agency of these concerti and how
they are related to other aspects of cultural evolution and societal behavior remains to be scrutinized;139
nonetheless, an integral first step in this direction is acknowledging that they bear witness to an evolving
political situation, and despite sharing common influences and sound worlds, embody different answers to
the question of national identity.
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Margaret Chan Wing-Wah occupies a place in this field of discussion, as she has surveyed and deliberated on
the opinions of Chinese emigrants regarding the aesthetic and semantic value of the Yellow River Piano Concerto. Margaret
Chan, “The Yellow River Piano Concerto as a Site for Negotiating Cultural Spaces for a Diasporic Chinese Community in
Toronto,” master’s thesis, York University, 1996.
Lei Ouyang Bryant has also authored a number of articles on the topic of nationalism and early PRC music.
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Appendix 1
Butterfly Lovers Violin Concerto analysis by key area and melodic content
R

1

R
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

R
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

mm. no.
1-3
4
5-11
12-30
31-36
37-49
50

mm. no.
51-72
73-84
85-108
109-122
123-147
148-154
155-177
178-195
196-207
208-219
220-235
236-243
244-264
265-268
269-284
285-290

mm. no.
291-295
296-308
309-323
324-337
338-345
346-361
362-369
370-393
394-401
402-409
410-426
427-445
446-447
448-457
458-467

Key area/pitch collection
G major; D Zhi
G major; D Zhi/D Gong
G major; D Zhi
G major; D Zhi/ D Gong
G major; D Zhi

Key area/pitch collection
E major; B Zhi
E major; E Gong
A major; E Zhi
A major; E Zhi/A Gong
D major; A Zhi
A major; E Zhi
E major; B Zhi

Melodic material
Open 5ths
Cadenza-8ves
Theme A
Theme B
Theme A varied (A1); idea C
Theme B
Cadenza

Melodic material
Theme D
Theme D varied
Theme D varied (D1, D2, D3)
Theme D
Theme E
Theme E (opening)
Theme E
Theme E
Theme E (end)
Theme D
Theme D
Cadential idea from theme D
Idea b1
Cadential idea from theme D
Idea F; countermelody
Idea G

Key area/pitch collection
E major or B major
A-D major; transitionary
B-flat major; B-flat Gong/F Zhi
F major; C Zhi/D Yu
F major - D Zhi
G major; D Zhi
C major; G Zhi with E-flat Gong
C major; G Zhi
B-flat Gong/G Yu
C major; G Zhi
(chromatic)
E-flat major; E-flat Gong?
E-flat major; B-flat Zhi

Melodic material
Theme H (opening)
Theme H
Theme I
Idea J
Idea K
Theme E1
Theme I
Theme E1
Idea B3 (with E1)
Theme H varied
Theme A varied (A2)
Theme L
Theme M (based on H)

Flute solo
Winds and cello
Violin solo
Cello-violin duet
Violin solo with piano
acc.

Violin solo
Violin solo
Winds and strings
Upper wind and strings
Violin solo
Violins I and II
Violin solo
Tutti
Violin solo
Winds
Violin solo and violins I
Bassoon and cello
Violin solo, violins I and
II
Wind solos
Violin-cello duet
Strings

Bassoon, brass, lower strings
Violin solo
Strings
Violin solo
Tutti
Solo violin
Tutti-solo alternation
Strings and upper winds
Brass
Clarinet solo
Violin solo
Cello and violin duet
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R
17

18

19
20
21
22

R
23
24
25
26

mm. no.
468-475
476-480
481
482-498
499-511
511-530
531-542
543-552
552
553-554
555-564
565-577
578-601
602-615
615-624
625-633
633-645
646-647
647-654
654-659

mm. no.
660-663
664-665
666-683
684-692
692-696
697-704
705-709
710-714

Key area/pitch collection
B-flat major?
A major; A Gong/E Zhi
A pentatonic (ambiguous)
A and E pentatonic
F-sharp Yu?
A pentatonic/E major

Melodic material
Idea K
Cadenza
Idea K/ Cadenza
A pentatonic scale
Step-up motif
A pentatonic scale

Strings
Violin solo
Tutti/solo alternation
Violin solo
Violin solo
Violin solo and strings
Caesura

E major
A major; A Gong
E major; E Gong
A major; E Zhi/E Gong
A major; E Zhi
A major; A Gong
E major; E Gong/E Zhi

Key area/pitch collection
A major
G major; D Zhi

Theme N
Theme N1
Theme N2; idea O
Idea P
A and E pentatonic
scales
Theme N1
Cadenza
Theme A3
Idea Q

Melodic material
Open 5ths
Cadenza-8ves
Theme B
Theme B4
Idea b5
Theme B varied
Idea R
Idea S; idea T

Violin solo
Solo/tutti alternation
Brass/tutti alternation
Violin solo
Violin solo
Tutti
Violin solo
Tutti
Brass

Flute and harp solos
Violin solo
Violin solo
Violins I and II
Violin and flute solos
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95

96
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Appendix 2
Yellow River Piano Concerto analysis by key area and melodic content
I. Yellow River Boatman’s Song
R

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

mm. no.
1-5
6-11
12-15
16
17-24
25-28
29-34
35-38
39-46
47-50
51-58
59-66
67-74
75-81
81-83
84-87
88-92
93-99
100-103
104-109
110-113

Key area/pitch collection
Emin - Amaj
D Gong
B-flat˚7 – Amaj
A flat9
D maj/Gong
Emaj – A flat9
D maj/Gong
B-flat˚7 – Amaj
D maj/Gong
D maj/ B Yu?
C maj – G Gong/ E Yu?
G Gong – D Gong
Trans.?
Bass C-sharp - A chromatic descent
A pedal, ‘octatonic (0,1)’, A flat9, A7
D maj/Gong
A pedal
D maj/Gong

Material
A
B
A
C
A, B
B
A, B
C
B1
D
D, B2
A1, B1
A, B
E
E
F
B
A

Violins I (gliss. winds)
Strings
Violins I, trumpets, oboe I
Piano arpeggio
Piano
Piano, strings
Piano and strings
Clarinet and trumpet, piano and strings
Piano (with passing E-sharp)
Piano and strings
Piano
Piano and strings, strings
Piano, violins
Piano, strings
WT sound in m.80
Piano solo
Flute and oboe
Piano
Piano
Piano D maj scale
Tutti
Piano and winds
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II. Ode to the Yellow River
R
1-2

mm. no.
1-16
17-38

3-4
5
6

39-48
49-59
60-65
66-72

Key area/ pitch collection
B-flat maj/Gong – F maj
B-flat maj/Gong,
F maj (E-natural optional?)
B-flat maj – F maj
B-flat maj (with G min?)
B-flat maj with E-flat Gong
B-flat maj/Gong

Catalogue of themes and melodic material

Material
A1
A
A2
B
C (opening sim. B)
D (from A)

Cello
Piano
Piano
Piano and strings
Piano
Winds and strings
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III. Wrath of the Yellow River
R
1
2
3-4
5
6
7
8
9
1011
12
13
14

mm. no.
1a-b
1c
2-15
16-30
31-54
55-63
64-72
73-76
77-81
82-88
89-91
92-105
106-123
124-134
135-148
149-157

Key area/ pitch collection
E-flat maj/ B-flat Zhi

Material

B-flat Zhi
E-flat Gong
E-flat maj
C Aeolian/Yu – E-flat maj
C Aeolian/Yu – E-flat maj
A-flat maj – D-flat maj
B maj – D-sharp min
B maj – G-sharp min
D-flat maj
F min, D-flat maj, E˚7, D-flat
maj
B-flat min – D-flat maj – C7
D-flat maj/ Gong – B-flat min
B-flat Zhi – E-flat Gong
E-flat maj

A
B
B
C
C
D
D
E
F
G
H
I
A1
J

Catalogue of themes and melodic material

Dizi solo
Piano solo
Piano
Piano
Violins, piano and winds
Piano
Piano
Violins and winds
Descending chromatic bass B-Dsharp
Piano solo
Strings and winds
Piano solo
Piano
Piano
Strings and winds
Piano (ending sim. A/B)
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IV. Defend the Yellow River
R

14
15
16
17

mm. no.
1-7
8
9-14
15-18
19-40
40-49
50-71
72-93
94-115
116-125
125-132
133-154
155-163
163-170
171-180
181-182
183-196
197-208
209-216
217-238
238-246
247-250
251-254
255-258
259-262
263-270
271-278
279-296

18
19
20
21-23

297-302
303-319
320-326
327-361

24
25

362-367
367-381

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Key area/ pitch collection
C maj
C maj – A Dorian/B Phrygian
A maj

A maj - D maj
D maj, A pedal
D maj
A pedal/D maj – B-flat maj
B-flat maj arrival
B-flat maj – C maj
C maj – F maj
F maj
D maj arrival
Fmaj - B˚7
Trans.
G-flat maj
A-flatmaj – Fmaj
B-flat maj – G Aeolian
Gmin, E-flatmaj, C-sharp˚ - Emin
A7flat9, A pedal
D maj – A maj – D maj
D maj
E min? (B7) – D maj
D maj

Material
A, D1
B
C
D
C
C
C
D1
B
C
D
D1
B
C (opening)
C (opening)
Trans.
C
D
Trans.

Horns and wind (gliss), strings
Piano solo
Tutti
Wind and strings
Piano
Piano with strings response
Piano, staccato
Violins I
Piano and strings in canon
Piano
Strings, piano
Piano and trombone/horns/strings canon
Piano
Strings and winds
Strings
Horns with piano (gliss)
Flute and clarinet with piano (gliss)
Rising steps
Piano, trochaic chords
Winds and strings with brass and piano
response
Triplets

C, D
C
Trans.
E
E
C
F

Brass, strings and winds
Piano solo: chords, arpeggio
Strings (opening and rising figure)
Piano triplets
Full chord
Strings and winds
Piano, strings, and winds
Opening and rising motif sim. R16
Strings and piano in canon, winds and piano
unis.
Tutti
Piano triplets
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